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Knowledge Organisers
Knowledge Organisers contain
critical, fundamental knowledge
that you MUST know in order to be
successful in Year 11 and subsequent
years.
They will help you recap, revisit and
revise what you have learnt in lessons
in order to move the knowledge
within from your short-term memory to
long-term memory.

You must bring your Knowledge
Organiser and Self-Quizzing Book
to every lesson and place it on
your desk at the beginning of each
lesson.
You must keep all of your
Knowledge Organisers and SelfQuizzing Books because the
fundamental knowledge required in
Year 11 will also be required in Years
8-11.
Knowledge Organisers are NOT a
replacement for revision guides
but they include the fundamental
knowledge that ALL students in
Year 11 require.

Self-Quizzing Book
This is the book that all Knowledge Organiser
homework is to be completed in.
You must follow the simple rules as to how
they are to be used.

SELF-QUIZZING BOOK
Name:

Year/class:

Teacher(s):

Presentation of work
All work should be presented in the following style:
Use the top line of all pages and do not waste space unnecessarily.
Both sides of all pages should be used. Each piece of work should have a title and date.
All titles should be underlined with a ruler.
Remember
All work should be of the highest standard you can do.
• Blue or black ink should be used for writing.
• All drawings, tables and graphs should be done using a sharp pencil.
• Mistakes should be crossed out neatly with a straight line.
• Graffiti should not appear in or on your books.
Your work should always be neat and tidy.
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How do I complete Knowledge Organiser homeworks?
You will be set a MINIMUM of 2 Knowledge Organiser homeworks in every subject each half term

STEP 1
Check SMHW and identify what words/
definitions/facts you have been asked to
learn.

STEP 2
Write today’s date and the title from your
Knowledge Organiser.

STEP 3
Write out the key words/definitions/facts you
have been set from SMHW in FULL.

STEP 4
Cover the definitions in your SELF-QUIZZING
BOOK, apart from the first. Read it, Cover it,
Say it in your head, Check it… REPEAT until
confident.

STEP 5

STEP 6

Cover up ALL the definitions/facts and write
them out from memory in your
SELF-QUIZZING BOOK.

Check your answers and correct where
required. Repeat Steps 4 to 6 until you are
confident.
You will be tested on the 10 words/
definitions/facts as a starter activity in your
lesson on the day that the homework is due.
This will be completed in your self-quizzing
book and you will mark it in class.
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Can I write in paragraphs?
The TIPTOP rule

•

You move onto a new paragraph when you
change Time, Place, Topic or Person.

I have written clearly so that my reader
can understand my writing easily.

•

I have checked my spelling and 		
corrected any errors.

•

I have used full sentences with a subject
and a verb.

•

I have used correct punctuation and
grammar.

•

I have paragraphed my work using TIPTOP.

•

My writing is suitable for the person I am
writing for.

1.

I always start an essay with an introduction 		
which addresses the question.

2.

I finish an essay with a conclusion to 		
summarise the main points of my argument 		
and to address the question again.

3.

I am proud of my work because...

I use connectives in each paragraph to link 		
my ideas and to put them in a logical order.

Furthermore
Whereas
Nevertheless
Alternatively
Consequently

But
Since
Yet
Therefore
Besides

Meanwhile
Nonetheless
However
Although
Moreover

Have I used the correct grammar?
I am aware that I must use language that is
appropriate to my reader.
• No slang that lesson was bangin’
• No informal language I’m gonna do my
homework now
Other things to consider:
I am clear about the purpose of this 		
piece of writing
I know who my audience is
I will use a suitable layout and text type

Literacy Fundamentals
1 of 2

Can I spell familiar words accurately?
Common contractions

Can I use different sentence types?
Simple sentences: Contains a subject and a verb
and can contain an object
•
Sarah likes to read in the library.
•
Tom enjoys reading at home.
Compound sentences: Joins two simple sentences
using the connectives: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so.
•
Sarah likes to read in the library but Tom
prefers to read at home.
Complex sentences: A complex sentence contains
a conjunction such as because, since, after,
although, or when.
•
Because Robert felt tired, he only studied for
an hour.
•
Although the rain had stopped, the pitch was still
water-logged.
•
Paul enjoys Music, however, he is more
proficient in Art.

We must use an apostrophe to replace any
letter(s) we have left out.

Homophones

They’d

Where’ll

I’d

They’ll

Where’s

I’ll

They’re

Who’d

Affect/effect

One/won

Couldn’t

I’m

Wasn’t

Who’ll

Bare/bear

Passed/past

11 o’clock

How’s

Aren’t
Can’t

I have checked that I have not mixed up my
homophones.

Didn’t

Isn’t

We’d

Who’s

Brake/break

Peace/piece

Doesn’t

It’d

We’ll

Why’d

Buy/by

Practice (n)/practise (v)

Don’t

It’ll

We’re

Why’ll

For/four

Read/red

Hadn’t

It’s

Weren’t

Why’s

Flour/flower

Sea/see

Grate/great

Sight/site

Hasn’t

Mightn’t

What’d

Won’t

Haven’t

Mustn’t

What’ll

Wouldn’t

Hair/hare

Son/sun

You’d

Hole/whole

To/too/two
Wait/weight

He’d

Shan’t

What’s

He’ll

She’d

When’d

You’ll

Hour/our

He’s

She’ll

When’ll

You’re

Knight/night

Weak/week

How’d

She’s

When’s

Know/no

Wear/where

How’ll

Shouldn’t

Where’d

Meat/meet
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Basics:

Can I use punctuation?

• Every sentence must start with a capital letter.
• Every sentence must finish with some form of
punctuation: .?!
• Proper nouns need capital letters. These are
unique people, places or things e.g. there are
many cities so ‘city’ doesn’t take a capital
letter. However there is only one London,
therefore it takes a capital letter.
• When writing titles of works such as books, films
or plays:
		
		
		
		
		

• Capitalise the first word
• Capitalise any main/important words
• Don’t capitalise minor words such as
‘and’, ‘of’ or ‘the’ e.g. The Sound of
Music, The Wizard of Oz, Harry Potter
and the Goblet of Fire

• When writing speech:
		
		

Go to a new line when a different
person speaks e.g. “Good morning,”

		

said the headteacher.

		

“It’s the afternoon!” replied the student.

		

Each person’s speech is marked with

		

speech marks e.g. “Walk on the left,”

		

said Mr Mathews.

Can I spell accurately?
1. Sound out the word.
2. Think about how it looks.

6. Look it up in a dictionary/
spellchecker.

3. Think about a similar word.

7. Ask a friend or teacher.

4. Is there a memory

8. To learn it: look, cover,
write, check.

sentence for this word?
(e.g. big elephants cannot
always use small exits).
5. Find the word in a list –
• Key words list.
• Frequently used words list.
• Your own word bank.
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9. Once you’ve solved it, add
the correct spelling to your
own word bank.

The Apostrophe
I always aim to use apostrophes correctly.
There are two main reasons why we use apostrophes:
for possession and to replace a letter or letters.
Note: Apostrophes are NEVER used to denote plurals

Full stop

Comma

.

indicates that a sentence has
finished.

,

indicates a slight pause in a
sentence, separates clauses
in a complex sentence and
items in a list.

Question mark

?

goes at the end of a question.

Exclamation
mark

!

goes at the end of a dramatic
sentence to show surprise or
shock.

Apostrophe

‘

shows that letter(s) have been
left out or indicates possession.

Speech marks

“”

indicate direct speech, the
exact words spoken or being
quoted.

Colon

:

introduces a list, a statement
or a quote in a sentence.

Semicolon

;

separates two sentences
that are related and of equal
importance.

Dash / hyphen

-

separates extra information
from the main clause by
holding words apart.

Brackets

()

can be used like dashes, they
separate off extra information
from the main clause.

Ellipsis

...

to show a passage of time, to
hook the reader in and create
suspense.

Literacy Fundamentals
2 of 2

Apostrophe for Possession
(To show that something belongs to another)
If a single thing/person owns anything,
add an apostrophe + ‘s’.
• The dog’s bone
• The boy’s homework
• Jones’s bakery
• Yesterday’s lesson

However, if it is plural (more than one), an
apostrophe comes after the ‘s’.
• The dogs’ bones
• The boys’ homework
• Joneses’ bakeries (lots of Jones families)
• Many websites’ content is educational

There/their/they’re
Note: special care must be taken over the use of
there, their and they’re as they sound the same but
are used quite differently:
• There shows position Your seat is over there.
• Their shows that ‘they’ own something Their blazers
are navy blue.
• They’re is short for they are as in They’re revising
every day.

Its
Note: its, which shows that something owns something
(like our, his etc), does not take an apostrophe: the
dog ate its bone and we ate our dinner.

Your/you’re
Note: special care must be taken over the use of
your and you’re as they sound the same but are used
quite differently:
• Your is possessive as in this is your pen.
• You’re is short for you are as in you’re coming over
to my house.

2. Colour Theory

1. The Formal Elements
• Line: Creates shape; the outer edge of
something.
• Tone: Levels of dark or light on an object,
shape or face.
• Highlight: The lightest areas on an 		
object, shape or face.
• Texture: The feel or appearance 		
of a surface; how rough or smooth it is.

• Colour: When light is reflected off
an object, colour is what the eye
sees.

• The Primary Colours are red, blue

and yellow. The primary colours are
combined to create secondary
colours.

• The Secondary Colours are green,
purple and orange.
Red + Blue = Purple.
Blue + Yellow = Green.
Yellow + Red = Orange.

• Shape and Form: What is created when
a line is enclosed and further techniques
are used to make an object, shape or 		
face look 3D.

• Warm Colours: Colours that give the

• Colour: When light is reflected off an
object, colour is what the eye sees.

• Cool colours: Colours that give a cool

feeling of warmth – red, orange,
yellow.

3. The Colour Wheel

• Complementary colours: These colours

are opposite each other on the colour
wheel. When placed together these
colours complement each other – they
contrast and make each other stand out.

• Harmonious colours: These colours are

next to each other on the colour wheel.
When these colours are placed together
they work in harmony with each other these colours look similar to each other

• Tint: When white is mixed with a colour to
make it lighter.

• Shade: When black is mixed with a
colour to make it darker.

feeling – blue, green, purple.

4. Basic art forms and associated terms
• Portraiture: The artistic process of 		

• Still life: Art depicting mostly inanimate

• Features: Eyes, nose, mouth, ears, 		

• Cylinder: A 3D shape with straight parallel

creating a painting, drawing, photograph,
or engraving of a person, especially 		
one depicting only the face or head and 		
shoulders.

eyebrows etc.

• Composition: the arrangement or layout 		
of features, shapes or objects on the page.
Proportion: The size, shape or position of 		
one element of a portrait in comparison to
another.

• Proportion: The size, shape or position of
one element of a portrait in comparison
to another.

• Foreground, mid-ground, background: 		

The areas at the front, middle or back of a 		
drawing or painting.

• Negative Space: An area of the portrait 		
without detail.

Art
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objects, typically common objects which
are either natural (food, flowers, dead
animals etc.) or man-made (books, vases,
jewellery etc.).
sides and a circular or oval cross section.
Cuboid: A 3D shape with six sides at right
angles to each other.

• Cuboid: A 3D shape with six sides at right

Landscape painting by
Vincent van Gogh

angles to each other.

• Landscape: Landscape painting or

drawing refers to an artwork whose primary
focus is scenery, such as mountains, trees,
rivers, as well as man-made structures such
as houses and bridges.

• Perspective: This is a drawing method that
shows how things appear to get smaller as
they get further away. This gives the
painting depth and makes the scene look
more realistic.

Portrait painting by
Françoise Nielly

Still Life painting by
Philippe de Champaigne
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Assessment Objectives are what your work is marked against.
Your body of work must include elements of each of the following four Assessment Objectives.
Assessment Objective 1 - DEVELOP

Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of
sources.
This Means:
• The creation of ‘Artist Research Pages’ in your sketchbooks.
• You need to research the art work of a wide range of artists or cultures; these
are known as sources e.g. ‘the source’ or ‘the beginning’ of your own ideas.
• Your page should include the artist’s name - this will form your title; this should
either be handwritten in suitable lettering or printed from the computer.
• Your ‘Artist Research Page’ should be a piece of artwork in its own right and
should reflect the style of the artist that you are studying. See the examples
on the right.
• Present examples (pictures) of your chosen artist’s work. These should be
printed off, carefully cut out and stuck into your book; they need to be
high quality and not pixelated. Presentation is important - you can mount the
pictures to create frames or present them creatively.
• Write about the artist and present the information creatively. See the guide
on how to do this.

Assessment Objective 2 - REFINE
Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and
experimenting with appropriate media, materials,
techniques and processes.
This Means:
• Look at the artists that you have researched and
try to imitate their style.
You can do this by:
• Copying a section or small part of a piece of
artwork by your chosen artist.
• Work from your own photographs (primary
sources) or photographs found in books,
magazines or online (secondary sources) trying
to imitate your chosen artist’s style.
• You should experiment with different materials
and/or techniques.
• Refine your work by repeating processes trying
to show improvements in your technique.
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Examples of Artist Research Pages

Assessment Objective 3 - RECORD

Assessment Objective 4 - PRESENT

Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to
intentions as work progresses.

Present a personal and meaningful response that
realises intentions and demonstrates understanding
of visual language.

This Means:
• Now that you have studied artists and practised
their style, you need to record your own ideas
- these should be visual (drawing/painting), and
written (explanation of ideas).
• You also need to record your findings from
the work you did for AO2 - how well did your
experiments go? How effective were your
chosen techniques and materials?
• What you write should be purposeful, thoughtful
and meaningful.
• You will need to use, specific art-related
language - use the guide to help you do this.

This Means:
• Produce your own, imaginative, high quality
final piece/pieces.
• Your final piece/pieces must show a clear
connection to your previous work.
• Your final piece/pieces must show an insightful
and meaningful journey from your starting point.
• Your final piece should bring together all the
work you have produced for the other
three AOs.
.

Guide to writing about the work of other artists
Use this guide when working on Assessment Objective 1. Study the work of your chosen artist and then try to answer, in order, as many of the
questions as you can. Some questions you will be able to answer just by studying the artist’s work; others may require you to do further online
research. Each of the questions has an example answer and a picture relating to the answer.

Art
3 of 4
1. Start by introducing the artist
and how they create their art
e.g.
“Vladimir Gvozdev is a Russian
artist who mainly works in
paint and presents his images
on collaged backgrounds.
He often uses objects as part
of the collage to add to the
general feel of the paintings.”

3. Describe what you like
about the artist’s work e.g.
“What I find most interesting
about James Prosek’s
paintings is the way that he
takes elements from two or
more animals and puts
them together to create a
new creature.”

6. Look at your chosen pieces. What is the mood or
atmosphere of the artwork? What emotions do you
experience looking at it? Look at the list of words to
describe moods on the next page e.g.
“I find this to be a particularly powerful piece. It has
a very sad and sombre mood to it with both the rider
and the horse bowing their heads. The horse seems to
be struggling to walk as it pulls a heavy load and it
has been sculpted in such a way to give movement
and the illusion of a slow, plodding walk.”

4. Choose one or two pieces that you particularly like and describe
them in detail. Describe how the artist has used formal elements look at how we write about formal elements on the next page e.g.
“I love Sonny’s use of contrasting lights and darks, the way the
lighter subject matter contrasts with the jet-black background
really makes the image jump off the page. His graduated use
of tone around the edges of the skull and eye generates effective
shape and form and a realistic 3D illusion. The flowing texture of
the fur gives the painting movement, like the gorilla is facing into
the wind.”

2. Tell us about the common
themes running through the
artist’s work. You can do this
by studying a collection of
their images and highlighting
the things in common. Try to be
as descriptive as possible e.g.
“My chosen artist is best known
for his images of mechanical
animals presented on worn
out, sometimes burnt,
backgrounds surrounded
by annotations and
small objects.”

5. Look at your chosen pieces. What do you think the
meaning behind the artwork is? Is there a message?
If the artist is contemporary (alive and working now),
is there something happening in the world today that
is reflected in the art? If the artist is from the past, what
was happening in the world when they were working
e.g.
“I think that there is a strong message behind this
painting by Richard Ahnert. We see a creature that is
part animal, part ship, something natural and
something man-made. I think that the artist is trying to
tell us that if humans and animals work together then
we can live in harmony.”

7. Finally, describe how your
chosen artist can
influence and inspire your
own work e.g.
“I would like to take the
idea of using scrap metal
to create my own
sculpture in the way that
Mark Gibbs has here. I
also like the way he has
put movement into the
animal and given it
emotion, this is something
I’d like to achieve in my
own piece.”
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KEY ART TERMS, ‘FORMAL ELEMENTS’ AND HOW TO USE THEM
When recording your thoughts about your own experiments and ideas (AO3) and when writing about the work of other artists (AO1), you need to
be using some of the terms that we see described on this page. These terms are known as ‘formal elements’. Look at your own work and ask yourself
which of these terms below applies to your work. Now look at the list of adjectives highlighted in bold italics beneath each description. Select the
adjectives that apply to the art you are studying. Can you think of other descriptors to add?

COLOUR

SHAPE AND FORM

Think about your overall impression of the
colours used, how they look and feel, how the
colours work together (or not).
Natural, lively, stimulating, subtle, artificial,
clashing, depressing, garish, gaudy, violent,
bright, brilliant, deep, earthy, intense, rich,
strong, vibrant, vivid, dull, flat, pale, muted,
subdued, cool, cold, warm, hot, light,
dark, blended, muddled, complementary,
contrasting, harmonious.

MARK MAKING
Mark making means making marks on a
surface with any tool or material e.g. paint,
paintbrush, pencil, pastel etc. In some styles
of painting, all brush marks are carefully
hidden by the artist; in others, the marks are
purposely made clearly visible. Think about
words that can be used to describe marks
made by any means.
Visible, impasto, blended, smooth, thick,
thin, bold, timid, heavy, light, edgy,
stippling, hatching, splatters, drips, layered,
flat, precise, refined, regular, straight, quick,
sketchy, uneven, irregular, vigorous, violent,
loose, patterned, movement.

Think about the overall shapes in the artwork
and the way forms (things) are depicted.
2D, flat, abstracted, simplified, stylised,
3D, realistic, natural, sharp, detailed,
blurred, obscured, overlapping, distorted,
exaggerated, geometric, hard-edged,
soft-edged.

TEXTURE
This is to do with the surface quality of
something, the way something feels or looks
like it feels. There are two types of texture:
actual texture and visual texture. Actual
texture really exists, so you can feel it or touch
it. You can create actual texture in an artwork
by changing the surface, such as sticking
things down or applying paint thickly. Visual
texture is created using marks to represent
and give the illusion of actual texture. You can
create visual texture by using lines, shapes,
colours or tones.
Flat, smooth, raised, rough, coarse, pitted,
scratched, uneven, uniform, hairy, sticky, soft,
hard, shiny, glossy, flowing, movement.

Art
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TONE
This refers to the lightness or darkness of
something. This could be a shade or how dark
or light a colour appears. Tones are created
by the way light falls on a 3D object. The parts
of the object on which the light is strongest
are called highlights and the darker areas are
called shadows. There will be a range of tones
in between the highlights and the shadows.
The wider the range of tones, the more 3D an
object looks.
Dark, light, mid, flat, uniform, broken, constant,
changing, graduated, fade, gradual fade,
subtle, contrasting, dramatic.

COMPOSITION
Look at how the elements in the painting
are arranged, the structure and relationships
between the different parts, and how your eye
moves around the composition.
Arrangement, layout, structure, position,
landscape format, portrait format, horizontal,
vertical, diagonal, foreground, background,
middle ground, centred, asymmetrical,
symmetrical, balanced, unbalanced,
lopsided, off-centre, overlapping, cluttered,
chaotic, spacious, empty, negative space.

WORDS TO DESCRIBE THE GENERAL MOOD OF A PIECE OF ART
Calm, content, peaceful, relaxed, tranquil. / Cheerful, happy, joyful, romantic. / Depressed, gloomy, miserable, sad, sombre, tearful, unhappy. / Aggressive,
angry, chilling, dark, distressing, frightening, violent. / Energetic, exciting, stimulating, thought-provoking. / Dream-like, surreal, ethereal, mysterious. /
Strange, bizarre, confusing. / Retro, historical, from the past. / Modern, ultra-modern, futuristic. / Industrial, fantasy, sci-fi. / Playful, childish, comical
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Characters

Characters
Inspector
Goole

Priestley’s mouthpiece; advocates social
justice; serves as the Birlings’ conscience

Socialist, moralistic, righteous, powerful, intimidating,
unconventional, mysterious, imposing, sardonic,
omnipotent

Mr. Arthur
Birling

Businessman; capitalist; against social
equality; a self-made man (new-money)

Capitalist, arrogant, foolish, Panglossian, emasculate,
prejudice, ignorant, selfish, stubborn, vainglorious

Mrs. Sybil
Birling

Husband’s social superior; believes in
personal responsibility

Arrogant, cold-hearted, insincere, prejudice, naïve,
conformist, bitter, controlling, remorseless

Sheila
Birling

Young girl; comes to change views and
pities Eva; feels regret

Transformative, remorseful, socialist, pseudo-inspector,
sensitive, astute, strong-minded, empowered

Eric
Birling

Young man, drinks too much; forces
himself on Eva Smith; regrets actions

Rebellious, reckless, immature, insubordinate,
compulsive, desperate, disgraced, dualistic, irresponsible

Gerald
Croft

Businessman; engaged to Sheila;
politically closest to Birling

Aristocratic, evasive, secretive, dishonest, disingenuous,
oleaginous, chivalric, privileged, pragmatic

Eva
Smith

Unseen in play; comes to stand for
victims of social injustice (changes her
name to Daisy Renton

Suffragist, victim, emblematic, allegorical, vulnerable,
desperate, socialist, moralistic, principled

Theatrical Stagecraft:
Dramatic
Devices
Theatrical
Stagecraft:

Dramatic Devices

Dramatic irony

Birling’s speeches, Mrs. Birling’s witless implication of Eric

Stage directions

Instructions for the actors; often revealing – such as the lighting change when the Inspector
arrives: “Pink and intimate then brighter and harder”

Setting

Constant throughout but subtle changes e.g. lighting; characters on/off stage

Tension

Builds up throughout the play ; interrogation of characters, personal relationships, secrecy

Cliff-hanger

Eric’s reappearance in Act 3; the ending allows the audience to make up their minds

Foreshadowing

Symbolism (The Titanic), Mr. Birling’s “knighthood”, war

Time-lapse

Set in 1912, written in 1945; audience in a privileged position.

The 4th Wall

The Inspector’s final speech addressed directly to audience.

Social, HistoricalSocial,
and Literary
Allusionsand
Historical

Literary Allusions

“the Titanic”

The Titanic sailed from Southampton and sank in the early hours of 15th April 1912. Priestley
clearly wants his audience to see his drama play out against a background of real historical
events and he has also chosen a moment in time when Birling’s comments appear particularly
ironic.

“Nobody wants
war”

In reality, economic rivalry between the British Empire and the new German Empire was one of
the many causes of the First World War.

“Russia”

The irony here suggests that Russia will have progressed further than other European countries
by the 1940s.

“Bernard Shaws
and H. G. Wellses”

Both the noted Irish playwright George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) and the father of sciencefiction H. G. Wells (1866-1946) were well-known and outspoken socialists.

An Inspector Calls

‘An Inspector Calls’ by J.B. Priestley: A Knowledge Organiser
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Plot

Plot

Act 1

Set in April 1912, Brumley, Midlands, UK. The Birling family and Gerald Croft are celebrating Sheila Birling's
engagement to Gerald with a dinner. Mr Birling lectures his son, Eric Birling, and Gerald about the importance of
every man looking out for himself if he wants to get on in life. Edna (the maid) announces that an inspector has
arrived. Inspector Goole says that he is investigating the death of a young woman who committed suicide, Eva Smith.
Mr Birling is shown a photograph of Eva, after initially denying recognising the woman in the photo, he remembers
firing her in 1910 for organising a strike over workers pay. Sheila recalls also having Eva sacked about her manner
when served by her in an upmarket department store. The Inspector reveals that Eva Smith changed her name to
Daisy Renton. Gerald reveals to Sheila he had an affair with Daisy Renton.

Act 2

Gerald explains to The Inspector that he had an affair with Eva, but hasn't seen her since he ended their relationship
back in Autumn 1911. Sheila gives her engagement ring back to Gerald.
The Inspector turns his attention to Mrs Sybil Birling, she confesses that she also had contact with Eva, but Eva gave
herself a different name to Mrs Birling. Eva approached a charity chaired by Mrs Birling to ask for help. Eva was
desperate and pregnant but help was refused by Mrs Birling because she was offended by the girl calling herself 'Mrs
Birling'. She tells Eva that the baby's father should be made entirely responsible. She also tells Inspector Goole that the
father should be held entirely responsible and should be made an example of.

Act 3

Eric is revealed as the father. He stole money from Mr Birling's office to provide money to Eva. The Inspector delivers his
final speech. After he leaves, the family begin to suspect that he was not a genuine police inspector. A phone call to
the Chief Constable confirms this. Next, they phone the infirmary to be informed that no suicide case has been
brought in. Mr Birling, Mrs Birling and Gerald congratulate themselves that it was all a hoax and they continue can
continue as before. This attitude upsets Sheila and Eric. The phone rings. Mr Birling announces to the family that a girl
has just died on her way to the infirmary, a police inspector is coming to question them

Key concepts and
context:
Think about…
Key
Concepts
and Context:
1912

Think About...

Set just before WWI and the sinking of the Titanic. A moment of rising international tensions and industrial
expansion. End of Victorian era saw the demise of the rigid class system. Labour Party, founded in 1900,
gaining momentum. The Russian Revolution began in 1917.

1945

People were recovering from six years of warfare, danger and uncertainty. Class distinctions greatly reduced
as a result of two world wars. Women had a more valued place in society. Desire for social change.
Following WW2, Labour Party won a landslide victory over Winston Churchill and the Conservatives.

Wealth, Power
and Influence

The Birlings and the Crofts are representative of the wealthy upper-class. They all misuse their social influence
to benefit themselves. Their actions adversely affect the vulnerable people in society.

Blame and
Responsibility

Who is to blame for Eva’s death? Each of the Birlings contribute to a chain of events leading to the
destruction of Eva Smith. What responsibilities do the characters have to each other? To society?

Public v Private

How do the public lives, the facades, of the Birlings juxtapose their private personas? What are their
motivations for this? What are the repercussions, and for who?

Morality and
Legality

What are the moral and legal laws of the society depicted in the play? How do they interweave? What
actions do the characters undertake that are wrong, morally or legally?

Class Politics

How do the ideologies of capitalism and socialism collide in the play? Which characters are representative
of which political allegiance? Is there a correlation between a character’s political beliefs and their
behaviours?

Prejudice

What are the prejudices held by the Birlings? What are their inherent views regarding class and status? How
do they act on these prejudices, and what are the consequences?

Young v Old

What differences are evident between the younger and older generation? They react and behave
differently throughout the play – why? What are their attitudes towards each other? What do they learn?
Which characters change, and how?
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Order of the Inspector’s Questioning
Questioning

Act 1

Sheila and Gerald’s engagement is
celebrated.

Act 1

Birling says there will be no war; references
Titanic

Act 1

Inspector arrives; a young girl has committed
suicide.

Act 1

Birling threw her out after strike; Sheila had her
fired for laughing.

Act 2

Gerald had an affair with Daisy Renton

Act 2

Mrs. Birling refused to give charity to Eva;
blames father.

Act 3

Eric’s involvement revealed; possible rape
hinted at.

Act 3

Inspector leaves. Gerald returns; met
policeman, no Inspector G

Act 3

Telephone rings; an inspector is coming.

Act

Thematic Quotes

Key Notes

Birling's
Confidence

‘’We’re in for a time of steadily increasing
prosperity’

The hypocrisy of middle-class Edwardian society is
uncovered: appearance & reputation matter more
than reality & morality.

Birling on
society

‘’The way some of these cranks talk and write
now, you’d think everybody has to look after
everybody else’

Shelia’s
recognition

‘but these girls aren’t cheap labour – they’re
people’’

Sheila’s regret

‘it’s the only time I’ve ever done anything like
that, and I’ll never, never do it again to
anybody’

Sheila on the
inspector

Eva Smith is the embodiment of young, workingclass women who were oppressed by the
middle/upper classes.

‘we all started like that – so confident, so
pleased with ourselves until he began asking
us questions’

Sheila on Eric

‘’he’s been steadily drinking too much for the
last two years’

The play demonstrates that when workers do not
have full employment rights they cannot fight back

Inspector on
guilt

‘I think you did something terribly wrong – and
that you’re going to spend the rest of your life
regretting it’

Mrs Birling
defends
herself

‘she was claiming elaborate fine feelings and
scruples that were simply absurd in a girl in her
position’

Eric explains

‘I’m not very clear about it, but afterwards
she told me she didn’t want me to go in but
that – well, I was in that state when a chap
easily turns nasty – and I threatened to make
a row’

The inspector
says

‘but each of you helped to kill her.
Remember that’

Inspector’s
message

‘there are millions and millions and millions of
Eva Smiths and John Smiths still left with us,
with their lives, their hopes and fears, their
suffering, and chance of happiness, all
intertwined with our lives, with what we think
and say and do. We don’t live alone.’

Priestley criticises the selfishness of capitalism and
wants a fairer, socialist future after the horrors of
two world wars..
Priestley shows the older generation to be set in
their ways, while the young are open to change.

Thematic Quotes

“We are responsible for each other” Inspector
“Public men, Mr Birling, have responsibilities” Inspector
“It’s what happened to the girl and what we all did to her that mattered.” Eric

Capitalism

“These silly capital vs labour agitations.” Birling
“A man has to make his own way” Birling

Class

“A girl of that class” Mrs Birling
“Well, we’ve several hundred young women there, y’know, and they keep
changing.” Birling

Gender &
attitudes to
women

CharacterCharacter
QuotesQuotes

Priestley asks his audience to examine their
individual and collective responsibility to society.
He wants a welfare state.

Social
responsibility

Age

10

Key Notes

“the famous younger generation” Birling
“What’s the matter with that child?” Birling
“Just keep quiet, Eric” Birling
“I hate those hard-eyed dough-faced women” - Gerald
“And you think young women ought to be protected against unpleasant and
disturbing things?” Inspector
“She had far too much to say, far too much” Birling

AN INSPECTOR CALLS Quotes - J.B. PRIESTLEY
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Jekyll and Hyde

How should I write my essays?

‘The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde’ Quotations

Some Key Terminology

In your introduction, you should show the examiner
that you know where the extract has been taken
from and introduce your line of argument:
At this point in the play, Romeo and Juliet have
just got married and Romeo does not want to
fight Tybalt as he is Juliet’s cousin. However,
Shakespeare uses this scene to show the audience
that people at this time often felt that they must
defend their family’s honour with conflict even if
this caused pain, suffering and death.
In the rest of your essay: See next page

“It wasn’t like a man; it was like some damned Juggernaut” –
Hyde is presented as out of control, almost inhuman in his first
appearance when he tramples the young girl.
“If he be Mr. Hyde,’ he had thought, ‘I shall be Mr. Seek.” –
Utterson decides to solve the mystery of Hyde to protect
his friend, Jekyll.
“the moment I choose, I can be rid of Mr. Hyde” –
Early in the novella, Jekyll believes that he can control Hyde –
it becomes apparent that Hyde is gradually taking over as the
novella progresses.
“with ape-like fury, he was trampling his victim under foot” –
Hyde’s attack on Sir Danvers Carew is savage and violent;
it links to Darwin’s theory.
“there’s a rather singular resemblance” – When Mr. Guest says
that the two sets of handwriting are quite similar, this is an early
clue that Jekyll and Hyde are the same person, which creates
mystery, suspense and tension.
“He had his death-warrant written legibly upon his face” –
Dr. Lanyon is shocked to death by his experience of watching
Hyde transform into Jekyll.
“as froze the very blood of the two gentlemen below” –
Utterson and Enfield are shocked and quite traumatised when
they witness the transformation of Jekyll into Hyde, although
they don’t know this has happened.
“Nowhere was there any trace of Henry Jekyll dead or alive” –
Utterson and Poole cannot find Jekyll, either dead or alive.
This is when Utterson stops narrating the novella, creating mystery,
suspense and tension.
“My life is shaken to its roots; sleep has left me” – Lanyon explains
his reaction to seeing Hyde transform – he cannot continue to live.
“The powers of Hyde seemed to have grown with the sickness of
Jekyll” – Jekyll explains that the more Hyde was released,
the stronger he became.

Couplet – a pair of rhymed
lines.
Dramatic Irony – when the
audience knows more about
what is happening than some
of the characters.
First-person perspective – a
narrative which is told from a
character’s viewpoint using ‘I’.
Foil - something which provides
a contrast.
Foreshadow – a warning of
something that will follow later.
Gothic Genre - a literary genre
originating from the 18th
century, which describes a
sinister, grotesque or mysterious
atmosphere. Such novels are
often set in dark places or
ruined buildings.
Juxtaposition – when two ideas
or events are placed one after
the other to create a
dramatic effect.
Oxymoron – when
contradictory terms are
brought together.
Sonnet – a poem of 14 lines
generally concerned with a
single thought.
Tragedy – a drama dealing
with tragic events.

‘The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde’ Context
Stevenson’s father wanted him to be a scientist
and Stevenson rejected this, just like Jekyll
rejects traditional Science in the novella.
In the late 1800s, London was a city of extremes
of wealth and poverty, with a lot of violent
crime. It was plagued by thick fog.
Advances in Science in the 19th century
changed the way people saw the world and
humanity. Psychology – the science of the mind
– was just beginning.
Darwin’s theory of evolution changed the
way some people thought about the origin of
humans.
Many people became interested in the
paranormal and spirits in the 19th century.
Some, like Lanyon, thought it all nonsense.
Others remained undecided.
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The Changing Economic World – Measuring Development

Where are the Poor Countries of the World?
Development across the world is not even. As can be
seen from the map Brandt made in the 1980’s:
The HIC’s are in the northern hemisphere and the
LIC’s are in the southern hemisphere. The anomaly is
Australasia.

How Do We Measure Development?
• Gross National Income: The total value of goods and services
produced by a country within a year, including income from
overseas. It is given in $. If this is higher = developed.
• GNI per head: The GNI is divided by the population of the
country. It is also shown in $ and can be referred to as GNI per
capita. If this is high = developed.
• Gross Domestic Product: The total value of goods and services
a country produces in a year. Given in $. If high = developed
• Life expectancy: The average age you are expected to live
to in a country. If this is low, the country must not have good
hospitals and poor access to food and water = Developing.
• Infant mortality: The number of babies that die per 1000
before their first birthday. If this is high, the country must not
have good hospitals = Developing.

How does Africa compare to the rest of the world?
The above map shows the Human Development Index
scores for different countries.
HDI uses lots of indicators to work out how developed
countries are.
As can be seen, much of the continent of Africa is still
classified as poor. It has the lightest colours. It is the
only continent which has areas coloured yellow (very
low).
The area coloured yellow is also near the Sahara. Here
people will struggle to farm, they will not have water,
many children will not attend school as they will be
looking for water or helping their parents grow food.
Life expectancy will be low here.

• Birth rate: The number of births per 1000. If this is high, then the
country probably has little access to contraception and sex
education = Developing.

Classification of Countries
Higher income countries
(HICs): In these countries
the GNI per head is high,
most people have a very
good quality of life.
For example: UK, USA,
Canada, France.

Lower Income Countries
(LICs): These are the
poorest countries, here the
GNI per head is very low
and most people have a
very low quality of life.
For example: Afghanistan,
Somalia, Uganda and
Nepal.
Newly Emerging Countries
(NEEs): These places are
getting richer as they
move from economies
based on primary products
to secondary. Quality of
life is getting better. The
BRIC economies are: Brazil,
Russia, India and China.

• Literacy rate: The % of people that can read and write. If this is
low, it shows people cannot read and write, so must not have
access to schools = Developing
• People per doctor: The number of people to one doctor. If
this is high, it means the country has little money to employ
doctors = Developing.
• Access to internet: The % of people with access to the
internet. If this is low it shows that people can’t afford
computers, phones or tablets. It also shows us that the
government might not be able to afford the installation of
broadband lines to areas = Developing.
• Access to safe water: This is the % of people with access to
clean water. If this is low, it means that the people do not
have clean water running in to their homes, either because
they can’t afford it or the Government cannot afford to install
it = Developing.
• Human Development Index: This is a number which is
calculated using life expectancy, literacy rate, education
level and income per head. Countries have a HDI value
between 0 and 1. 0 = the least developed, where as 1 = most
developed.
• Using HDI is best as it uses many indicators. The problem of
using individual indicators is that some indicators improve at
different rates to others, which therefore is misleading.

Problems of just using wealth to measure development!

GNI per head can be misleading when used on its
own.
1. It hides variations within a country. For example,
cities may be rich where as rural areas may be very
poor, this is true in LICs.
2. The wealth might only be in a few hands. For
example, Russia has many billionaires and
millionaires, which increases the GNI score.
However, there are many extremely poor people in
Russia as well.
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Demographic Transition Model
The demographic transition model shows differences in development
related to population structures.

Factors Affecting Development – The Reasons Why Some Countries Are Poor!
Physical factors affecting development

Economic factors cause uneven development

1. Poor climate – If it is too hot or too cold, it will
be difficult to grow food, causing malnutrition
as people will be hungry. This causes a low
quality of life, but stops people attending
school or working. Also this will cause the
government to have less taxes so less schools
and hospital can be developed.

• Poor trade links – For example being land locked means
that the country has no ports, therefore importing and
exporting for industrial purposes can not happen on a large
scale, causing a lower GDP.

2. Poor farming land – Too steep, or infertile
ground – resulting in the same problems as
above.
Development can be linked to the Demographic Transition Model:
1. The DTM shows how changing birth and death rates impact
population growth.
2. If the birth rate is higher than the death rate the population grows,
which is known as natural increase. If the death rate is higher the
population goes down, which is called the natural decrease.
3. Birth and death rates differ in countries at different stages of
development. In LIC’s they have very high birth rates and
exploding population growth.
4. The model also shows that population growth changes as a
country moves through the different stages. All countries are said
to move through these stages over time.
Stage 1 – Least developed stage. The birth rate is high as
contraception is not available and infant mortality is high. The death
rate is high due to poor health care, and a lack of clean water and
reliable food supply = low life expectancy.
Stage 2 – shows where LICs are. Lots of farming so they have a high
birth rate so children can work on farms. However, death rates are
falling as medical care and sanitation is improving.
Stage 3 – Where NEE’s are. Birth rate falls as women have more
equal rights and attend school, contraception is more widely
used. Less farming and more secondary industries means children
not needed for economic reasons. Better health care = longer life
expectancy.
Stage 4 and 5 – HICs are at this stage. Birth rates are low as people
have careers, marry later, children expensive and contraception
widely available. Death rate is low due to very good healthcare and
healthy diets.
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• Debt – If the country has borrowed money from places such
as the World Bank, for example after a natural disaster. Then
this will mean that the money the country makes will go
towards paying off the debt, rather than improving schools
and hospitals.

• Mainly sell primary products – For example selling
3. Lack of clean water – Normally due to
agricultural goods, wood, metal and stone. These are
drought. This means that children and families
low value goods, meaning that the Government has little
spend time searching for water, again
money to invest in developing the country, for example
leading to less time to work or attend school.
improving infrastructure.
4. Few raw materials – Countries without coal, oil
or metal ores will have less to sell, so a lower
Historical factors which cause unequal development
GDP, and less money to invest in schools and
European countries – Colonised much of Africa in the 19th
hospitals.
Century (which means they were basically in control of them).
5. Natural hazards – Such as tropical storms or
The foreign countries removed the raw materials from these
earthquakes. These not only kill people, but
African countries and turned them into manufactured goods.
due to the damage the government must
This has left many African countries without the raw materials,
spend huge sums rebuilding. This money
which means they have less to sell and make money.
could have been spent on improving
existing infrastructure if the hazard had not
Consequences of uneven development
happened.
International Migration:
Health care:
Wealth:

Social factors cause unequal
development

1. A corrupt government – Meaning that
money made is spent on arms or building
things which serve the government, such as
palaces or government buildings. This means
that the poor do not see the benefits of
government spending.
2. War – This stops people from working or
attending school. Industries can not operate
in dangerous conditions and companies
will not set-up in such places. This leads to
a low GNI and no government investment.
Money is also spent on arms rather than
development.

• If a country has a
• Health care in
HICs have
more developed
HICs is much more
much
country nearby,
developed.
higher
people may try to
levels of
• This means life
migrate into the more
wealth
expectancy are
developed country.
than
much higher, for
LICs. For
example in the UK • Mexico (an NEE)
example
borders the USA (HIC).
life expectancy is
the GNI in
Every year 130,000
around 81 years,
the UK is
people move from
but in Chad it is 51.
40 times
Mexico to the USA
higher than • Infant mortality is
legally, many more
just 4 per 1000 in
Chad.
illegally, with the US
the UK, but 45 per
considering building a
1000 in Chad.
wall to stop this.
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GCSE History: Renaissance Medicine
Summary: There were some scientific advances in this period, but these mostly happened in the late Renaissance. As demonstrated by the Great Plague of 1665, ideas about the causes, prevention and treatment of disease
remained similar amongst the general public. However, it could be argued that there were major scientific
advances which helped pave the way for later change and by the end of the period, attitudes had started to shift.
1. Ideas about the causes of disease and illness
Change

Continuity

The Theory of the Four Humours lessened in popularity.

People still relied on remedies and cures from earlier times.

People became more curious about the world and wanted to understand.

People still believed that miasma caused disease.

Many great scientists and thinkers started to appear in this period and
wanted to better understand the world.

The practice of medicine remained the same, even though ideas about
medicine were changing.

2. Approaches to prevention and treatment
Approaches to prevention and treatment largely continued as before, but there was some change. The Theory of Transference was popular. It stated that
an illness or a disease could be transferred to something else. Herbal remedies, however, continued to be extremely popular, although often remedies were
now chosen because of their colour or shape. The growth of alchemy also laid the foundations for modern chemistry and became extremely popular.
Preventing disease was still considered to be the best way to avoid dying from it…
People still believed that there were many factors that
could prevent disease, including superstition and prayer.

However, people also started to believe in practising moderation and your condition
at birth.

Cleanliness was still very important.

Bathing had become a lot less fashionable in England since the arrival of syphilis.
People now kept clean by changing their clothes more often.

People continued to practise regimen sanitatis.

By the end of the 17th century, people also began to think that disease was also
related to other factors (e.g. the weather).

Miasma was still believed in.

More steps were taken to remove miasma from the air (e.g. through removing sewage from the
streets).
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3. William Harvey
William Harvey is another key individual you will need to know about. He is best known for discovering the circulation of blood around the body
and some of his ideas were later developed by Thomas Sydenham (e.g. that doctors should believe what they saw, rather than what was written
in books). Below are three key facts to know:
• Harvey disproved Galenic theory which stated that blood was made in the liver as a product of what a person ate.
• He encouraged the dissection of human corpses and cut open cold blooded animals to show that arteries and veins were linked in one system.
• He suggested that blood flowed around the body via a connected system of veins and arteries.

Key terminology
Institutions

Individuals

Scientific breakthroughs

Attitudes in society

Technology

…such as the Government
(King Charles I).

…Harvey’s own abilities.

…such as dissections
becoming common place.

…the ‘Medical Renaissance’.

…such as mechanical
firefighter pumps.

Key individuals
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Galen

Physician in ancient Rome who developed Hippocrates’ theories further (e.g. The Theory of Opposites) and wrote more than 350 books
about medicine… many of his ideas were disproved during the Renaissance.

Vesalius

The most famous anatomist of this period: disproved many of Galen’s ideas and encouraged doctors to base their work on dissection
rather than believing old books.

William Harvey

Responsible for discovering the theory of circulation of blood around the body.

Paracelsus

Swiss scientist who rejected the Theory of the Four Humours and saw disease as something separate from the body, which needed
to be attacked.

Thomas Sydenham

Known as ‘The English Hippocrates’. Sydenham refused to rely on medical books when diagnosing a patient’s illness and made a
point of closely observing their symptoms and treating the disease causing them to suffer. Sydenham laid the foundation for a more
scientific approach to medicine from the 18th century onwards…
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The Armistice
The First World War was fought from 1914
to 1918 and was the bloodiest war the
world had ever seen. At the end of the
war the Germans surrendered and signed
an armistice saying that they would pay
reparations, give Alsace-Lorraine back to
France and move the German army out
of the Rhineland.
In January 1919, 32 countries met in the Palace of Versailles to
decide the terms of the final peace treaties. This was known as
the Paris Peace Conference.
The discussions were led by the ‘Big Three’ of France, Britain and
USA. There was a lot of pressure on these leaders, they had to
make a peace that would keep everyone happy but Europe
was falling apart so they had to act quickly.

George Clemenceau (France)
• Wanted reparations to re-build areas of
France badly affected by the fighting
• Wanted revenge for all the lives lost
• Aimed to weaken Germany so it could
never attack again
• Wanted to push German border back
so French would feel safer

David Lloyd George (Britain)
• British public wanted Germany to be
punished but Lloyd George didn’t want
Germany to seek revenge
• Wanted to keep Germany strong so it
could trade with Britain and be a buffer
to Communism
• Aimed to gain German colonies to add
to the British Empire
• Wanted to reduce German navy so
Britain’s was the best

Woodrow Wilson (USA)
• Wanted a fair peace so Germany
would not seek revenge
• Proposed the Fourteen Points,
including League of Nations,
self-determination and freedom of
the seas, but the American public
didn’t want the USA to get involved
in European affairs again
The bigger the moustache, the more they wanted to punish Germany!
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The Versailles Settlement
The Treaty of Versailles was signed on 28th June 1919.
The final treaty was a Diktat – Germany was not allowed to negotiate the terms.
The Germans were devastated by the final terms and the Big Three weren’t really satisfied either.

£6,600 million
to be paid in
reparations
Article 231 – the war guilt clause

League of
Nations was
formed, but
Germany could
not join

German
navy
restricted to
15,000 men
and 1,500
officers

Germany’s
colonies were
given to the
League of
Nations
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German army
was limited to
100,000 men

Anschluss
with
Austria was
forbidden

The Rhineland
was
demilitarised

Germany
was not
allowed tanks,
submarines or
an air force

German
navy
was only
allowed six
battleships

Conscription
was not
allowed

The Saar
(Germany’s rich
industrial land)
was given to
the League of
Nations
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Reaction of Big Three & Allies

Clemenceau was pleased about:

Clemenceau was unhappy about:

• France gaining Alsace-Lorraine
• Germany having no army in the Rhineland

• The reparations – the French thought they
should be higher
• Germany being allowed to have an army,
even a small one
• The Rhineland not being taken away
from Germany

Lloyd George was pleased about:

Lloyd George was unhappy about:

• Britain’s navy being better than Germany’s
• The British Empire gaining more colonies

Wilson was pleased about:
• The creation of the League of Nations

British propaganda during the war taught the Brits to
despise the Germans and lots of British soldiers had died.
British people generally thought the treaty was fair,
and could have been even harsher.
Lloyd George was considered a hero and
newspapers said Britain would never be threatened
by Germany again.

• The harsh reparations meaning Britain would lose
trade with Germany
• The threat of a possible future war as the
Germans were so unhappy

Wilson was unhappy about:
• The Fourteen Points being ignored in the
treaty terms
• The harshness of the treaty terms

Many in France were furious – they thought
it should have been harsher and Germany
punished more.
Clemenceau was voted out as many felt he
should have done more to get revenge.
There were a few terms that the French liked,
such as gaining control of the Saar for 15 years.

Americans did not
desire revenge as they
had not been affected
as much as Britain and
France.
Many felt the treaty
was too harsh,
including Wilson.
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German reaction & Germany’s allies
Why did German people hate the treaty so much?
They felt it was forced on them and they couldn’t negotiate the terms – Diktat
They had been told they were winning the war so felt betrayed by the government – November Criminals
13% of land was lost to other countries to six million German people were no longer living in Germany
They felt vulnerable with a small army and lots of enemies
The Kaiser fled so there was worry about who would run the country
Germany did not fight alone in the war so their allies
had to be punished too:
• Austria lost land and had to reduce their military
• Bulgaria lost land and had to pay reparations
• Hungary lost land and had to reduce army
• Turkey lost land and had to reduce army
Impacts:
• Austrian and Hungarian economies collapsed
• Turkey revolted over their Treaty so it was
replaced – this showed that the Allies were not
willing to enforce the treaties
• The land changes meant that German people
now lived in Poland which caused resentment
Rather than being controlled by the Austro-Hungarian Empire, east Europe
was now divided into lots of small countries.
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The League of Nations
The aims of the League were to work together to prevent war, encourage disarmament,
improve living and working conditions and tackle deadly diseases.
42 countries joined the League with the main members being Britain, France, Italy and Japan.
Countries who lost WW1, could not join. Russia was not allowed to join because it was Communist. The USA refused to join.
The structure of the League was complicated. The Assembly only met once a year and decisions had to be unanimous.
The Council could veto decisions made. The Court of Justice made rulings but could not enforce them.
They did not have their own army so relied on members providing a force.
The League intended to deal with aggression through its Covenant which included:
• Mitigation (discussion and advice)
• Moral condemnation (advising a country their actions were wrong)
• Economic sanctions (stopping trade)
• Military force
The League also had special commissions that tried to tackle social and economic issues.
Their successes include helping Austria and Hungary rebuild their economies, freeing thousands of prisoners of war,
setting thousands of slaves free from Sierra Leonne and helping Turkish refugee camps.
Their failures include failing to stop children under 14 from working, failing to help Jews
flee Nazi Germany and failing to stop trade of opium.
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League of Nations in the 1920s
Aaland Islands – Sweden and Finland both wanted them
– League gave them to Finland but forbid the building of
forts on them. Both countries accepted the decision.

Vilna – Poland invaded Vilna, capital of Lithuania.
The League did nothing as Poland were a strong
ally against Germany.

Kellogg-Briand Pact –
65 countries, including
Germany, France and
USA agreed to not go
to war with each other.
League not involved as
Germany and USA not
members, made it look
weak and not a real
force for peace.

Upper Silesia –
Split up and given to
Germany and Poland
according to how
the area voted. Both
countries complained
as Germany got mostly
rural land and Poland got
only a third of the land.
However both did accept
the League’s decision.

Locarno Treaties –
France and Germany
agreed to work
together peacefully.
Germany accepted
terms of the ToV.
League was not
involved despite the
treaties including
Britain and Italy too.

Bulgaria –
Greece invaded Bulgaria
when Greek soldiers were
killed on the border. The
League forced Greece
to withdraw however
this seemed hypocritical
when the League had
allowed Mussolini to get
away with a similar thing.
Corfu – After Greece failed to deal with murder of Italian
people Mussolini invaded Corfu. The League condemned
Mussolini but he got away with it. This showed that the
League couldn’t not enforce justice when it came to
stronger countries.
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The Collapse Of The League
The Manchurian
Crisis - 1931
Japan took this
area of land
unlawfully but could
not be stopped
by the League.
Despite being a
main member, they
ignored the moral
condemnation and
without an army
the League was
powerless

The Great Depression
In 1929, the economy crashed in most countries. The
Depression brought with it vast unemployment, homelessness
and starvation. In these desperate times people turned to
extremist dictators such as Hitler and Mussolini. These leaders
won over the people and promised to provide employment
by invading other countries.
Without an army, the League became powerless to stop
these countries.
Collapse of the League can be
remembered with this mnemonic:
Weak (sanctions did not work)
Army (not having once)

The Abyssinian Crisis
- 1935
Italy took this area of
land unlawfully but could
not be stopped by the
League. They were too
scared of upsetting
Mussolini and Britain
and France cared more
about their own interests.
From this time onwards
the League was not
regarded as a serious or
powerful organisation.

Structure (too complicated)
Depression (countries became
desperate to help their people)
Unsuccessful (the more it failed,
the less people trusted it)
Members (Britain and France more
interested in themselves)
Bullies (it could not deal with large,
powerful countries)
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The Development Of Tension
Hitler became Chancellor of
Germany in 1933. His foreign policy
aims became LOUDeR:

1933 –
Hitler storms out of the disarmament conference
because France refused to disarm.

Lebensraum (living space)
Overturn Treaty of Versailles
Unite German speaking people
Destroy Communism
Rearmament
Britain and France let Hitler get away
with breaking to the ToV because
they were not ready for another
war. They thought Hitler could be an
ally against USSR and did not want
another war. This policy was known
as appeasement.
Stalin, leader of the USSR, did not
want Hitler to destroy Communism
so agreed to work with the allies
against Hitler.
The USA followed a period of
isolationism as many did not want
to get involved if a second war in
Europe broke out.

1934 –
Austria banned Nazi Party so they caused havoc
and murdered the Chancellor. Italy threatened
to defend Austria so Hitler backed down.

1935 –
The people of the Saar voted to become
part of Germany again. This gave Hitler
valuable resources.

1935 –
Hitler announced he was rebuilding the army,
introducing conscription and developing
a German air force.

1935 –
Britain agreed to let Germany have a small navy.

All these events lead Hitler to realise
that he was being allowed to break
the Treaty of Versailles!
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Escalation of Tension
Rhineland – 1936
This was important because Hitler
gained confidence that he would
get away with violating the ToV and
he formed alliances with Italy
and Japan.

Hitler re-militarised this area and
no-one stopped him. Reasons for
this include – Depression meant
countries were reluctant to help,
many thought Germany was right
to have troops in the border of their
own country and people were
distracted by the Abyssinia crisis.

Anschluss – 1938
This was important because he
was allowed to get away with it
and turned his attention to the
Sudetenland of Czechoslovakia
which was now very close!

Hitler united Germany with Austria
through a rigged vote. The people
of Germany were happy, France
were too busy with their own
political problems and many Britons
felt there was nothing wrong with it.

The Sudeten Crisis – 1938
This was important because the
USSR was not involved which made
Stalin think he could not trust the
Allies, this was the first time Hitler
had taken something that was
never Germany’s to begin with
and in 1939 he took the rest of
Czechoslovakia.

This was an area of land in Czechoslovakia
that bordered Germany. Hitler wanted it because
it had their main defences and natural resources
he could utilise.
Chamberlain (British Prime Minister), met Hitler
and agreed he could have this land.
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The Outbreak of War
Hitler’s now set his sights on Poland but to achieve this he needed to eliminate the threat of the USSR
so in August 1939 Hitler and Stain signed the Nazi-Soviet Pact.
This benefited Germany as it meant the USSR would not fight against them.
This benefited USSR as they would get land from Poland and get more time to prepare if Hitler chose to invade.
On 3rd September 1939 Hitler invaded Poland
and Britain and France declared war.

Fear of Communism –
Many thought a strong
Germany would be a good
buffer against Communism

Collapse of the League –
Hitler saw he could get away
with invading countries
Reasons for the
outbreak of war
Great Depression –
meant that countries were
preoccupied with their
own problems. Also made
people vote for Hitler
Pacts –
Hitler managed to get USSR,
Italy and Japan on his side –
three powerful countries
26

Appeasement –
Britain and France let Hitler
get away with too much,
they missed opportunities
to stop him

American isolationism –
made the League weaker

Treaty of Versailles –
resented so much that it
inspired Hitler’s actions and
led many to turn a blind eye
to them
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Section B Medicine Through Time c1250-Present
Enquiry 1: Why was there no medical progress in
medieval Britain?

1. Thinking around causes of illness in Medieval period

1440
Printing
press
invented

127-132 BC
Galen’s life

Religion

The Catholic Church taught that illness was a punishment from God or a test of faith.

Miasma

A belief that disease was caused by foul smelling or ‘bad’ air

Four
Humours

An ancient Greek doctor, Hippocrates, created a theory that the body contained
four fluids; blood, phlegm, yellow bile, & black bile, and all 4 must be in balance to
be healthy. This theory was developed further by the Roman doc-tor, Galen.

Astrology

A belief that the alignment of the planets and stars could cause illness.

2. Treatments in the Medieval Period
460
BC–370 BC
Hippocrates
life

1348
Black Death
arrives in
Britain

1480
Regimen
Sanitatis
written

Religion

The Catholic Church taught that illness was a punishment from God or a test of faith.

Miasma

A belief that disease was caused by foul smelling or ‘bad’ air

Humoral

An ancient Greek doctor, Hippocrates, created a theory that the body contained
four fluids; blood, phlegm, yellow bile, & black bile, and all 4 must be in balance to
be healthy. This theory was developed further by the Roman doc-tor, Galen.

Astrological

The medieval period c1250-c1500: The medieval period was
a tough time to live. Most people had to work in the fields,
growing and harvesting crops for the land-owners. Sickness was
frequently caused by famine and malnutrition and it wasn’t any
better in the towns where dirty, crowded streets and no proper
sewage meant that disease spread quickly.

Barber
surgeon

The Catholic Church was incredibly powerful during this period
as most people were devoutly religious and the Church was
their only source of education. This meant most people thought
sickness and disease was God’s punishment so there was very
little scientific enquiry during this period. The Church chose to
promote the work of ancient physicians Hippocrates and Galen
but no new ideas about medicine came out of this period.

Hospitals

Star charts consulted before treating. Treatments depended on alignment of the
planets
Herbs, bleeding, purging, cutting hair and nails at right time
Barbers who carried out simple operations. Teeth pulling and amputations. Had no
formal training.

3. Prevention of illness

Physicians
Apothecaries

30% of hospitals were owned by the Church. Run by monks & nuns
Other hospitals funded by charitable donations.
Mainly places to rest and recover. No treatment other than prayers
Most care was provided by women at home.
Diagnosed illness, recommended treatment. Diagnosis based on the work of Galen
and Hippocrates
Studied at university for 7 years. Did not treat patients.
Mixed herbal remedies.
Had no formal training, mainly apprenticeships.

4. Case study: The Black Death, 1348
Symptoms included buboes in the armpit,
fever and chills, headaches, vomiting

Prevention methods included praying and
fasting, clearing up rubbish in the streets,
carrying herbs and spices

Causes included God, the position of the
planets, miasma, an imbalance in the Four
Humours.

Treatments included praying, cutting open
buboes to drain the pus, eating cool food
and cold baths.
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Section B Medicine Through Time c1250-Present
Enquiry 1 keywords
Apothecary mixed and sold herbal remedies and poisons

Factors Something that can affect change

Progress Positive change

Barber surgeons someone who provided haircuts and
carried out some medical treatments

Four Humours Theory about balance of the four liquids with-in
the body

Purging Getting rid of any food left in the patient’s system
through vomiting and laxatives

Bloodletting Drawing blood out of the body to balance
the humours

Miasma Bad air that could transmit disease

Quarantine Separating the sick from the healthy to stop
the spread of disease

Bubonic plague The disease that caused the Black Death Physician Diagnosed illness and recommended a treatment

Surgeon Performs surgical treatments

Diagnosis Physician’s suggestion of what a patient is
suffering with based on observation of symptoms

Trend When there is a number of similar and related
changes over a period of time

Posy A bunch of flowers or herbs

What changed?
Overall, this was a period of continuity with no new thinking or understanding across causes, treatment or prevention of illness and disease because of this there is no need to consider
pace or extent of change but instead understand why things failed to change.
Organisations

Individuals

The Church controlled most aspects of society including medicine and the Church was very interested in maintaining the status quo (keeping things the same) and
holding on to its power and influence. The Church controlled medical learning and chose which books were copied and distributed The Church liked the Theory of
Four Humours because it fitted with their teachings, so it promoted the theory and strongly discouraged any criticism.
Local authorities and government stepped up to take some action during the Black Death but did not yet shape how disease was treated or prevented.
Hippocrates and Galen were important individuals even though they had lived and died many years before. Galen in particular was popular with the Church, which
meant his work was widely promoted.

Science and
technology

There were no scientific innovations in this period. A lack of scientific understanding meant that new knowledge was limited. However, there was one important
piece of technology invented in the later part of this period, and that was the printing press in 1440. This allowed for faster and easier sharing of medical texts rather
than relying on monks selecting and hand copying them. However, the impact of the printing press was not really felt in this period.

Attitudes in
society

People were devoutly religious and in general were not educated outside of the Church. People who might have thought differently, did not dare criticise the
Church and risk going to hell. This also meant that doctors who did not practise the Four Humours, were not hired, even though the ideas of Hippocrates and Galen
were outdated. It was not until the Black Death in 1348 that people started to look for answers beyond the teachings of the Church and question its authority.

Have you mastered the medieval period? Make sure you can answer the questions below
1. Is change the same as progress?

6. Why was Galen so popular in the medieval
period?

11. Why did medieval people use sweet
smelling herbs to prevent the spread of
disease?

16. In what ways did women care for the
sick at home?

2. What is a turning point?

7. What is miasma

12. What was a phlebotomy chart used for?

17. How were hospitals used in the
medieval period?

3. How do you define continuity?

8. How did astrology cause disease?

13. What were two humoral cures for disease?

18. What did local authorities do to try
and chase the plague away?

14. What was the Regimen Sanitatis?

19. Why were there so few treatments for
the plague?

4. Where did the Theory of Four Humours 9. Who controlled medieval attitudes about
come from?
sickness and disease?
5. What were the four humours?
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10. What were three ways you could appease 15. What was the main role of a physician?
God if you wanted to cure your sickness?

20. What did the government put in place
to prevent the plague from spreading?

Capture and Recapture

Probability
All outcomes add up to 1

Expected outcomes (Estimating)

Example:

Relative frequency: frequency ÷ total trials
Expected outcome = probability x number of
trials (estimating)
e.g. A biased spinner is spun 800 times. The
probabilities it lands on each colour is below.
The probability of it landing on red is the same as
the probability of it landing on green. How many
times would you expect yellow to come up?

A bag contains red, white and blue beads.
Red = 4
So:

4
10

white = 2

+

2
10

blue = 4

+

4
10

=

10
10

= 2

Or as decimals:

Result

   0.4 + 0.2 + 0.4 = 1

Probability
Sample space: We can use a sample
space diagram to help determine and list
all the possible outcomes of two events.
The sample space below shows the results
of rolling two dice and adding the scores:

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

8

4

5

6

7

8

9

5

6

7

8

9

10

6

7

8

9

10

11

7

8

9

10

11

12

Red

Green

Brown

0.48

0.2

Yellow

P(Y) = (1 - 0.48 - 0.2) ÷ 2 = 0.32 ÷ 2 = 0.16
Estimate of/Expected yellow = 0.16 x 800 = 128

a.) What is the
probability of
getting a sum of 7?
P(7) = 6/36 = 1/6
b.) What is the
probability of
getting a sum that
is odd? P(odd) =
18/36 = 1/2
c.) What is the
probability of
getting a prime
number or an even
number?
P(prime or even) =
32/36 = 8/9

What is it? Capture & recapture is a method used to estimate populations
where it can be difficult to record all members of the populations exactly.
Formula:

M
m
=
N
n

N=

Mn
m

N is the population size to be estimated.
M is the number of members of the population that are captured initially and tagged.
n is the number of members of the population that are captured subsequently.
m is the number of members of this subsequent captured population that are tagged.
Example: 10 fish are caught in a lake, marked and released back into the lake. A
week later, 20 fish are caught and 4 are found to be marked. Estimate the number of
fish in the lake.

10 =   4
N 20
N = (10×20)
   4
N= 50  

Multiply along the
branches to find each
probability

fish in the lake

Simple interest Formula: I = P x r x n

P = Amount borrowed (principal)

Example: borrow £5000 for 6 years
at 7% p.a.

r = Interest rate (as a decimal)

5000 x 0.07 x 6 = £2100 interest
Compound interest
Formula:  
Mutually exclusive events
Mutually exclusive events are events that
CANNOT happen together. Example: On the
draw of a card you CANNOT get an ace and a
king, these are MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. You CAN
get a heart and a king, therefore these are NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

There are approximately 50

V = P x (1+ r)n

Example: calculate the future value
of £16500 invested for 8 years at a
compound interest rate of 9%:
  
16500 x (1.09)8 = £32877.28   
To find the interest earned, subtract the
original from the future value

n = Years
I = Interest
P = Amount borrowed (principal)
r = Interest rate (as a decimal)
n = Years
V= future value
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Surds – Simplify, Expand and Rationalise
• Simplify

• Expand

50 =
=

Bounds and Error Intervals

25 x

= 5x

The lower bound is the smallest value that would round up to the
estimated value.    
The upper bound is the smallest value that would round up to the next
estimated value.
A quick way to calculate upper and lower bands is to halve the degree of
accuracy specified, then add this to the rounded value for the upper bound
and subtract it from the rounded value for the lower bound.
Example: A mass of a person is 70 kg, rounded to the nearest 10 kg

25 x 2
2

(3+ 2)(3- 2)

2

9-3 2+3 2-2=7

= 5 2
Look for square numbers
in order to simplify

• Rationalise
2
3- 5

=

2
3- 5

x

3+ 5
3+ 5

=

6+2 5
9-5

=

3+ 5
2

Squares: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100..
Primes: 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37…

Standard Form

Calculating in standard form

Remember the first number
must be more than or equal
to 1 but less than 10.
Ordinary Number

Standard Form
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2.9 x 101

350

3.50 x 10

4716

4.716 x 103

600000000

6 x 108

0.3

3 x 10-1

0.09

9 x 10-2

0.0071

7.1 x 10-3

0.000502

5.02 x 10-4

2

Dividing:
(8 x 105) ÷ (2 x 102)
8 ÷ 2 = 4 and 105 ÷ 102 = 103  
= 4 x  103
Multiplying:
(4 x 105) x (2 x 102)
4 x 2 = 8 105 x 102 = 107
= 8 x 107
Adding and subtracting:
Write the standard form out as ordinary
numbers and +/- as applicable.
Example:
(3 x 104) + (5.6 x 103)
30 000
+ 5 600
35 600
Then put back in s.f. : 3.56 x 104

Degree of accuracy = nearest 10kg ÷ 2 = 5kg
Lower bound = 70kg – 5kg = 65 kg,
Upper bound = 70 + 5kg = 75kg
This can be written as an ERROR INTERVAL --> 65kg ≤ x < 75kg
Calculations with bounds (limits)
Example:
Operation
Rule
A model boat travels 3.9
Upper bound + upper bound = upper bound
Adding
Lower bound + lower bound = lower bound
metres in 7.3 seconds. Both
measurements are correct to
Upper bound - upper bound = upper bound
Subtracting Lower bound - lower bound = lower bound
1.dp. Find the upper bound
Upper bound x upper bound = upper bound
of the speed of the boat in
Multiplying Lower bound x lower bound = lower bound
metres per second.
Upper bound ÷ lower bound = upper bound
Dividing
3.95 ÷ 7.25 = 0.5 m/s to 1.dp
Lower bound ÷ upper bound = lower bound

Recurring Decimal
A recurring decimal is a decimal
number which has a pattern than
repeats over and over after the
decimal place.
Convert 0.54 to a fraction.
x = 0.5454545454 ...
100x = 54.5454545454 ...
99x = 54

x=

Mathematics
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54 6
=
99 11

Here you must create two
equations in order to get
the same recurring part
after the decimal.
Write 0.085 as a fraction.

x = 0.08555555 ...
100x = 8.555 ...
1000x = 85.555 ...
900x = 77
x=

77
900

Statistics
Types of averages
Mean:
the total sum of all values ÷ total number of values
The mean of 7, 9, 1, 3 is: 7+9+1+3 = 20 = 5
4
Median: the middle value (when data is in order)
ODD AMOUNT IN LIST
1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 10
Score off from either end evenly until you find the
Middle. Median = 4
EVEN AMOUNT IN LIST
There will be two in the middle, add them and
Divide by two:    5, 8, 12, 15
8+12 = 20 = 10
2
Mode: Most common value.
3, 4, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8    Mode = 7
MEASURE OF SPREAD: RANGE = biggest - smallest

Drawing Pie Charts

Frequency Polygons

Formula:
360 degrees = degrees per item
Frequency
Example: 360 = 15 degrees
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1. Plot frequency at the mid-point
2. Join with straight lines
Weight w (kg)
30 ≤ w < 50
50 ≤ w < 55
55 ≤ w < 75
75 ≤ w < 80
80 ≤ w < 100

Averages from a grouped frequency table
Estimating the mean:
Frequency

Degrees

Liverpool

3

3 x 15 = 45°

∑ fw
∑f

Birmingham City

7

7 x 15 = 105°

the midpoint of the group.

Manchester Utd

4

4 x 15 = 60°

Arsenal

2

2 x 15 = 30°

Median group: find which group the 2 th, value lies.

8

8 x 15 = 120°

Football Team

Newcastle

Cumulative Frequency Diagrams and Box Plots
total cumulative frequency
cumulative frequency

; where, w is

n+1

Example: In this table 51.5th value which lies in group
8 < w ≤ 12 (using the cumulative frequency)

Ratio

Mathematics
3 of 3

MP x f (estimated total sum of values)
f (number of values)

Where, n is the total frequency.
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Change of ratio within a question
Example: Red and blue counters are in a bag in the ratio 1:3.
12 red counters are added.
The new ratio of red to blue counters is 4:6.
Work out the number of counters originally in the bag.
WORKING:
-Original ratio = 1:3 New ratio = 4:6  
-blue counters have not increased therefore ratios in original
and new represent the same value.
-MATCH THE BLUE PARTS
RED : BLUE
1 : 3
x2    x2
Original ratio
2   : 6
New ratio
4 : 6
-Increase of 2 parts, so: 2 parts = 12 counters
   1 part = 6 counters
2:6 = 8 parts in total, therefore:
8 x 6 = 48 counters in the bag originally

Frequency
3
7
10
6
4

Upper Quartile

75% of cumulative freq.

Median

50% cumulative freq.

Lower quartile

25% cumulative freq.

Weight of box (w kg)
0<w 4
4<w 8
8 < w 12
12 < w 16
16 < w 20

Frequency
11
16
29
26
20

Scatter graphs - correlations

values
interquartile range

Lower quartile

Median

range

Upper Quartile

Interquartile range = upper quartile - lower quartile
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Year 10

Pianissimo

Piano

Mezzo piano

Mezzo forte

Very quiet

Quiet

Medium quiet Medium loud

Forte

Fortissimo

Loud

Very loud

Crescendo

Diminuendo

Gradually
getting
louder

Gradually
getting
quieter

September - February

Semibreve

Minim

Crotchet

Quaver

Semiquaver

4 beats

2 beats

1 beat

½ beat

¼ beat

Theory

Performance
Requirements

Top Tips!

It must be 4-6 minutes. One
piece must link to one area of
study. One piece must be an
ensemble piece.

The standard required is
Grade 3. Choose a piece
you can polish off and deliver
accurately, even if it is a
slightly lower standard.

How to Practise

Conductor

Stave

5 lines where
notes are
placed to
determine
pitch.

Use your practice diary to
show progress.
Record yourself and listen
back to it.

Woodwind

Brass

Percussion

Slow and steady is best!

Violin
Viola
Cello
Double Bass

Flute
Clarinet
Saxophone
Bassoon

Trumpet
Trombone
French Horn
Tuba

Drum Kit
Tambourine
Timpani

Always have a warm-up.

Treble Clef

Bass Clef

Symbol placed
on the stave.
Used for high
pitch – right
hand piano.

Symbol placed
on the stave.
Used for low
pitch – left hand
piano.

Flat

Sharp

Black key to
the right on the
piano.

Black key to
the left on the
piano.

Articulation
Articulation refers to how you play a note.

Coffee

Plan your practice.

Keep a pencil handy to mark
up your score.

Composition
Requirements

Composition Log

2 compositions – one set to
a brief, one free. Must last
between 3 and 6 minutes.

You are required to keep a
log for both compositions
explaining what you
composed and when.

Responding to a Brief

Free Composition

You are required to respond
to a brief, which are set by
the exam board and based
on the four areas of study.

You must set your own brief
for your free composition. This
can be anything you wish.

Lemonade
Staccato Short

Coco-cola

Practise the hard parts first.

Strings

Rhythm – Rhythms into Syllables

Tea

Don’t rush your practice.
Make sure you have a quiet
space.

Pineapple

Tenuto Long

Slur Smooth

Accent Strong

Music
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AOS 1 – Musical Forms and Devices
Devices
Repetition – exact repeat of a
musical idea.

AOS 2 – Music for Ensemble

Important Musical Periods &
Composers

Texture
Monophonic - single melodic line
for an instrument or voice or when
instruments/voices are unison.

Contrast – a change in the music.

The Baroque Era (1600-1750) Bach,
Handel, Vivaldi, Corelli, Lully, Purcell.

Anacrusis – a note before the first
beat.

The Classical Era (1750-1810) Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven.

Homophonic - one main melody plus
harmonic accompaniment of chords
(inc. broken chords).

The Romantic Era (1810-1910)
Schubert, Mendelssohn, Chopin,
Schumann, Liszt, Wagner, Verdi,
Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Dvorak.

Polyphonic Texture - number of
melodic lines heard independently of
each other.

Imitation – when another part copies
a musical idea.
Sequence – a repeated idea but at a
different pitch.
Ostinato – a repeated pattern or
phrase.
Syncopation – off-beat.
Dotted rhythms – lengthening a note
by half of its value by placing a dot
after it.
Drone – a long held note.
Pedal – a held or repeating note
against which harmonies change.
Canon – melody is repeated in
another part whilst the original
melody continues to play.
Conjunct movement – (mainly)
stepwise melody.

Musical Forms
Binary – A, B
Ternary – A, B, A
Rondo – A, B, A, C, A
Strophic – A, A, A
Minuet and Trio – M, T, M

Reading A Score – Clefs

Motif – short melodic or rhythmic
idea.

Melody and Accompaniment – The
tune is the main focus of interest and
importance, and it is ‘accompanied’
by another part/parts which support
the tune (homophonic).
Canon or Imitation – The melody is
repeated exactly in another part
while the initial melody is still being
played (polyphonic).

Broken Chord/Arpeggio – notes of
a chord are played separately one
after the other.

Regular phrasing – balanced melody.

Unison – Two or more musical parts
sound at the same pitches at the
same time - can be in octaves
(monophonic).
Chordal – Parts move together
producing a series or progression of
chords (homophonic).

Variation – T, V1, V2, V3

Disjunct movement – leaping melody.

Alberti bass – broken-chord
accompaniment ( I, V, III, V).

Textural Devices

Treble Clef
– Violin

Alto Clef
– Viola

Bass Clef
– Cello

A musical ensemble is a group of
people who perform instrumental or
vocal music together.
A duet

A piece for 2 performers

A trio

A piece for 3 performers

A quartet A piece for 4 performers
A quintet A piece for 5 performers
A sextet

A piece for 6 performers

A septet

A piece for 7 performers

An octet

A piece for 8 performers

Ensembles
Chamber Music – Baroque (Sonata,
Trio Sonatas), Classical (String
Quartet) and Romantic.
Musical Theatre – duets, trios,
quartets, chorus.
Jazz and Blues

Sonority and Timbre
Sonority or timbre means ‘tone
colour’ associated with different
instrument and musical sounds. The
tone colour of different instrument
combinations can result in different
effects.

Countermelody – A new melody
played at the same time as a
previous melody.
Layered – When more parts are
added on top of each other.

Chord progressions – a series of
related chords.
Modulation – changing key.
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AOS 3 – Film Music

AOS 4 – Popular Music

Leitmotif – A frequently recurring short melodic or harmonic idea which is
associated with a character, event, concept, idea, object or situation.
Mickey-Mousing – Used in cartoons and animated films where the music
attempts to represent every little physical movement on screen.
Sequencing – Where a melodic idea (often a leitmotif) is repeated growing
louder and louder and consistently rising either a tone or a semitone higher
during each repetition.
Diegetic Music – Music that is included in the film, and that the characters
would be able to hear.
Non-diegetic Music – Music which has been composed to accompany events
on screen but that the characters can’t hear, but the audience can. Also
referred to as Underscore or Incidental Music.
Synchronisation – The process of marrying up music and film.
Soundtrack – The music and sound recorded on a motion-picture film.
Motif – A short thematic strand of only a few notes.
Visual Narrative – The process of describing a story or storyline using visual
images. Musical narrative is therefore the process of describing a story or
storyline using music and sound.

Film Music
Film Music is a type of Descriptive
Music that represents a mood, story,
scene or character through music;
it is designed to support the action
and emotions of the film on screen.

Film Music
Film music today often blends
popular, electronic and classical
music in a flexible way that suits
the needs of the particular film.
Nevertheless, Hollywood still creates
superstar composers whose film
music often takes on a life of its own
away from its original context,
on CDs, downloads and in the
concert hall.

Pop Music
Is generally regarded as a
commercial genre which has mass
audience appeal.

Rock Music
Is generally accepted as a genre
which sounds more aggressive, but
also of significance are the more
gentle and reflective rock balladtype tracks.

Musical Features of Pop and Rock Music
Instruments – Lead guitar, bass guitar, drum kit, vocals keyboard and synthesiser.
Melody – The melody is the part that is usually, though not always, sung. It is
often regarded as the most important part of any pop or rock song.
Rhythm – Rhythm is such an important element in rock and pop music – it is
consistent and strong with the use of the drum kit and the rhythm section driving
the music forward.
Harmony – Harmony does not work in rock and pop music the same way as it
does in classical. Most chords are root position or 7th chords.
Riffs – A repeated chordal pattern, series of notes or musical phrase.

Power Chords – The name given to a chord that uses the root and the 5th (i.e.
no 3rd). It is used by rock guitarists.
MIDI – A digital and technical system that allows electronic instruments and
computers to communicate with each other.
Chest Voice – The lower, more powerful part of the voice.
Head Voice – One of the higher registers of the voice when singing.
Falsetto – Male vocal technique used to extend the vocal range into a higher
range than usual.
Range – The distance between the highest and lowest note that can be
played or sung.
Remixing – Change a musical piece stylistically through electronic
manipulation.
Panning – Adjusting the sound levels between the left and right hand speakers.

Music
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Looping – Part of the music is repeated indefinitely.
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Abduction – Movement where a part of the body is
taken away from the midline of the body, for example,
moving the legs apart.
Adduction – Movement where a part of the body is
brought towards the midline of the body, for example,
bringing the arms into the sides.

Flexibility – The range of movement possible at a joint.

Capillary – Very thin blood vessels that allow gaseous
exchange to happen.

Flexion – Bending a joint. This occurs when the angle of
a joint decreases. For example, the elbow flexes when
performing a biceps curl.

Cardiac Output – Amount of blood leaving the heart
each minute.

Frequency – Increase how often you train.

Aerobic Energy System – Uses/is dependent on oxygen;
used for long-duration, low intensity activities.

Cardiovascular Endurance – The ability of the heart and
lungs to supply oxygen to the working muscles.

Aerobic Training Zone – Working at 60% – 80% of
maximal heart rate.

Cartilage – A firm connective tissue.
Cervical – Neck vertebrae, supports the head.

Agility – The ability to move and change direction
quickly (at speed) while maintaining control.

Gastrocnemius – Located on the back of the lower
legs; causes straightening of the ankle.

Circuit Training – A series of exercises performed one
after the other to complete a ‘circuit’, with a rest in
between each circuit.

Gluteus Maximus – Located on the buttocks; causes
extension of the hips.

Agonist – The contracting muscle; the muscle that
causes movement.
Alveoli – Minute air sacs in the lungs.
Anaerobic Energy System – Not dependent on oxygen
and used for short duration; used for high intensity
activities.
Anaerobic Training Zone – Anything over 80% of
maximal heart rate.
Antagonist – Muscle that relaxes to allow the agonist to
contract.
Aorta – Blood vessel carrying oxygenated blood from
the left ventricle to the body.

Coccyx – Lowest part of the spine; allows attachment
of ligaments and muscles.
Concentric – Isotonic contraction where the muscle
shortens.
Coordination – The ability to use different (two or more)
parts of the body together smoothly and efficiently.
Deltoid – Located on the shoulder; causes abduction
of the arm.
Deoxygenated Blood – Blood returning to the heart/
lungs lacking oxygen.

Functions of the Skeleton – Support, Movement,
Protection of vital organs, Storage of minerals, Blood
cell production and Shape.

Gravity – The natural pull towards the earth’s core.
Hamstring – Located on the back of the upper leg;
cause flexion at the knee.
Health – A state of complete physical, mental and
social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease
or infirmity.
Heart Rate – The number of times the heart beats in a
minute.
High Blood Pressure – Blood pressure above
140/90mmHg.
Hip Flexors – Located on the front of the upper legs;
cause flexion of the legs at the hip.

Appendicular Skeleton – The outer part of the skeleton.

Diastolic Pressure – The blood pressure in the arteries
when the heart rests between beats.

Artery – Blood vessel carrying blood away from the
heart.

Diffusion – Movement of substances from a high
concentration to a lower concentration.

Articulating Cartilage – Protective covering on ends of
bones.

DOMS – Delayed onset of muscle soreness.

Ideal Blood Pressure – Blood pressure between
90/60mmhg and 120/80mmhg.

Eccentric – Isotonic contraction where the muscle
lengthens – used to control downward movement.

Inspiration – Breathing air in.

Atria – Upper chambers of the heart that collect blood
from the veins.
Axial Skeleton – The central part of the skeleton.

Ectomorph – Body shape characterised by lean, skinny,
low muscle mass. Ectomorphs are often tall.

Balance – The maintenance of the centre of mass over
the base of support.

Endomorph – Body shape characterised by large fat
content.

Biceps – Located on the front of the upper arm; cause
flexion at the elbow.

Energy Systems – Aerobic (with oxygen) and Anaerobic
(without oxygen).

Body Composition – A comparison of the percentage
of bone, fat, water and muscle within the body.

Exhalation – Breathing air out.

Bradycardia – Lower resting heart-rate as a result of
training.

Extension – Straightening a joint. This occurs when the
angle of a joint increases, for example, at the elbow
when putting a shot.

Bronchi – Two tubes that carry air from the trachea into
each lung.

Factors that affect blood pressure – Activity levels, Diet,
Age and Stress.
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Bronchioles – Tiny tubes that carry air to the alveoli.

Fitness – The ability to cope with the daily demands
without suffering undue fatigue. In other words, your
body is fit enough to do what it needs to do.

Hypertrophy – Increase in size due to training (e.g.
hypertrophy of the left ventricle in the heart).

Intensity – Increase how hard the training is.
Involuntary Muscle – Muscle that we have no control
over.
Isometric – Muscle action where the muscle stays the
same length – used in balances.
Isotonic – Muscle action where the muscle changes
length – causes movement.
Joint – Where two or more bones meet.
Joint Capsule – Holds bones in place.
Kyphosis – Excessive outward curve of thoracic region
of the spine.
Lactic Acid – Fatiguing waste product of the anaerobic
energy system.
Larynx – Voice box.

Latissimus Dorsi – Located on the back; causes
adduction at the arm.
Left Atrium – Heart chamber receiving oxygenated
blood from the pulmonary vein.
Left Ventricle – Heart chamber pumping oxygenated
blood into the aorta.
Ligaments – Joins bone to bone; supports and
reinforces joint capsule.
Lordosis – Excessive inward curve of lumbar region of
the spine.
Low Blood Pressure – Blood pressure less than 90/60.
Lumbar – Lower back vertebrae; weight bearing.
Maximal – Working with 100% effort.
Maximal Heart Rate (MHR) – Calculated as 220 – Age.
Mesomorph – Body shape characterised by large
muscular shoulders.
Mouth and Nose – Air enters the body through these.
Muscular Endurance – The ability of a muscle or muscle
group to undergo repeated contractions avoiding
fatigue.
Muscular Strength – The ability to apply force against a
resistance.
• Static Strength – Maximal strength that can be
applied to an immovable object.
• Dynamic Strength – Repeated contractions applied
to a moving object.
• Explosive Strength – Sometimes called Power.
A combination of strength x speed.
Overload – Working harder than normal.
Oxygenated Blood – Blood leaving the heart/lungs rich
in oxygen.
Pectoralis Major – Located on the chest; causes
adduction of the arm.
Pharynx – Chamber at the back of the throat.
Power – Explosive strength or anaerobic power is the
product of strength and speed i.e. strength x speed.
Principles of Training – Specificity, Progression, Overload,
Reversibility and Tedium.

Pulmonary Artery – Blood vessels carrying
deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle to the
lungs.
Pulmonary Vein – Blood vessels carrying oxygenated
blood from the lungs to the left atrium.

Systolic Pressure – The blood pressure in the arteries
during the contraction of your heart.
Tedium – Training needs to be varied to avoid boredom.

Quadriceps – Located on the front of the upper leg;
causes extension at the knee.

Tendons – Attach muscle to bone.

Reaction Time – The time taken to initiate a response to
a stimulus.

Tidal Volume – Amount of air that enters the lungs
during normal inspiration at rest.

Recovery – What a performer does to allow repair of
the body.

Time – Increase the duration of your training.

Rectus Abdominus – Located on the stomach wall;
causes flexion of the trunk and hips.
Red Blood Cell – Carries oxygen in the blood.
Residual Volume – Amount of air left in the lungs after a
maximal exhalation.
Rest – A time when a performer undertakes little or no
exertion.

Thoracic – Chest vertebrae; attached to ribs.

Trachea – Often called the windpipe, lined with rings
of cartilage and carries air from the pharynx to the
bronchi.
Trapezius – Located on the neck; causes extension of
the head.
Triceps – Located on the back of the upper arm;
causes extension at the elbow.
Type – Vary the type of training.

Reversibility – You lose fitness if you stop or reduce
training.

Types of Bones – Long, Flat, Irregular, Short and
Sesamoid.

Right Atrium – Heart chamber receiving deoxygenated
blood from the vena cava.

Types of Joints – Fixed, Slightly moveable and Synovial.

Right Ventricle – Heart chamber pumping
deoxygenated blood into the pulmonary artery.
Rotation – Movement where a whole limb or part of the
body turns or revolves around its length.
Sacrum – Attached to pelvis.
Scoliosis – A sideways curve of the spine.

Types of Muscle – Cardiac, Smooth and Skeletal.
Type 1 Slow Twitch Fibres – Muscle fibre that is red,
contracts slowly and resists fatigue.
Type 2 Fast Twitch Fibres – Muscle fibre that is white,
contracts rapidly and fatigues easily.
Unstriated – Unstriped muscle.

Set – A collection of repetitions (reps) that occur before
a rest period.

Vascular Shunt – Mechanism that directs blood to
where there is greater demand and away from where
there is less demand.

Soleus – Located on the back of the lower legs; causes
straightening of the ankle.

Vasoconstriction – Reducing the diameter of small
arteries to reduce blood flow to tissues.

Specificity – Training must be relevant to your chosen
activity.

Vasodilation – Increasing the diameter of small arteries
to increase the blood flow to tissues.

Speed – The maximum rate at which an individual is
able to perform a movement or cover a distance in a
period of time. Putting body parts into action as quickly
as possible.

Vein – Blood vessel carrying blood towards the heart.

Strength – The ability to overcome a resistance.

Ventricles – Lower chambers of the heart that pump
blood out of the heart to the arteries.

Principles of FITT – Frequency, Intensity, Time and Type.

Striated – Striped muscle.

Progression – Gradually increasing the intensity of
training.

Stroke Volume – Amount of blood leaving the heart
each beat.
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Synovial Fluid – Lubricates joint.

Synovial Joints – Pivot, Condyloid, Saddle, Gliding, Ball
& Socket and Hinge.

Vena Cava – Blood vessels carrying deoxygenated
blood from the body to the right atrium.

Vital Capacity – Maximum amount of air you can
exhale after taking the deepest possible inspiration.
Voluntary Muscle – Muscle that we can control
(Skeletal).

Synovial Membrane – Produces synovial fluid.
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Performing Arts
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Responding to a Brief

Key Words

Things to Think About

• Structure.
• Time.
• Theme.
• Voice projection.
• Physical skills.
• Design Skills.
• Audience.
• Staging.
• Sound.
• Lighting.
• Movement.
• Collaboration.
• Interpretation.
• Collaboration.
• Ability.
• Collaboration.
• Skills.
• Ability.
• Concentration.
• Research.
• Creative intentions.
• Techniques.
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Skills and Techniques
• Vocal skills.

• Target audience.
• Performance space.
• Planning and managing resources.
• Running time.
• Styles of work.
• A theme.
• An issue.
• A prop.
• Time and place.
• Existing repertoire.
• Structure.
• Style.
• Genre.
• Skills.
• Creative intentions.
• Making and individual contribution.
• Responding to the contribution of others.
• You will also need to consider the above
skills and techniques for your teams
performance.

• Physical skills.
• Design skills.
• Interpretive skills: showing time and place, presenting a character, creating humour or emotion.
• Energy.
• Focus.
• Concentration.
• Commitment.
• Research.
• Interpretation.
• Collaborative skills with others.
• Ability to communicate ideas.

Performing Arts
2 of 2
Developing Your Character
• What does your character look like?

Team Work

• What Is your characters personality like?

• Who are you going to work with and
why? Remember groups can be
of 3-7. Are you a leader or a team
builder?

• What body language and hand gestures
does your character use?

• What can you bring to the group?
Ideas?

• What does your character sound like?

Reflecting on the Process

Key Words

Contributing to initial ideas and exploring
activities in response to:

• Ideas.

• The brief.

• Team work.

• The stimulus.

• Characterisation.

• Contributions from other members of the
group.

• Body language.

Contributions to the development process
skills and techniques:

• Developing.

• Selection.
• Development and adaptation.
• Application.
• Individual strengths.
• Area for improvement.
• Overall impact of the work of the group.

Assessment Objectives
You will respond to a brief you will use your
skills and techniques learnt from the previous units in order to develop a strong
performance after this you will then get the
opportunity to be able to evaluate your
performance.

Staging Ideas
What staging types are you going to use?
Is your performance going to be set in the
round? Why is this? Does it create a better
atmosphere for the audience to enjoy the
performance more? So that the audience
can see what is going on in the performance
more clearly?

• Movement.

• Staging.
• Audience.
• Stimulus.
• Development.
• Voice projection.
• Team building.
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B1 - Cell Biology
Prokaryotic Cells

Eukaryotic Cells

They do not have a nucleus, they are usually
a lot smaller and may contain plasmids.

Plant

They have a nucleus to contain the chromosomes.
These can be animal, plant or fungus or protist cells.
Animal and plant cells are shown below.

Cell

RP1 – Microscopy: Observing Plant Cells
Preparing the slide:
1. Place a thin layer of onion
membrane on a glass slide
with forceps.
2. Use a drop of iodine to stain
the cells.
3. Gently place a glass
cover slip over the same and
tap carefully to remove
air bubbles.
Viewing the slide:
1. Place the slide on the stage and turn on the light.
2. Select the lowest magnification objective lens.
3. Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse focus until the
image can be seen.
4. Turn the fine focus until a clear image is formed.
5. Change the objective lens to another with a higher magnification
and turn the fine focus to re-focus the image.
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Microscopes
The development of microscopes of the last
200 years has allowed us to study cells and the
structures inside them in more and more detail.

Light
Microscope

Electron
Microscope

Low resolution
Low
magnification
Cheap

High resolution
High
magnification
Expensive

Calculating Magnification
Units for image and actual size may
need to be converted before using the
equation below.

𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 =

mm
μm

μm		
mm		

𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔
𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔

x 1000
÷1000

Features

Sperm

High number of
mitochondria
Enzyme coated head

Nerve

Long
Lots of branches

Muscle

High number of
mitochondria
High number of
ribosomes

Xylem

Walls thickened with
lignin to strength the
cells into a tube

Phloem

Sections between cells
called sieves to help
transport substances
like dissolved sugars

Root
hair

Large surface area
Lack of chloroplasts
Large vacuole

Cell Differentiation
As an organism develops, cells
differentiate to form different types of
cells. This is an example in animals.

Science
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B1 - Cell Biology
Mitosis

Stem Cells
Before a cell can divide
it needs to grow and
increase the number of
sub-cellular structures
such as ribosomes and
mitochondria. The
DNA replicates to form
two copies of each
chromosome.

(animals)
Undifferentiated cells are capable
of giving rise to many more cells of
the same type, and can differentiate
into other types of cells.

In mitosis one set of
chromosomes is pulled
to each end of the cell
and the nucleus divides.
Finally the cytoplasm
and cell membranes
divide to form two
identical cells.

Embryonic

Adult

Meristems

Can be cloned
and made to
differentiate into
most different types
of human cells.

Bone marrow stem
cells can form
many types of
cells including
blood cells.

Can differentiate
into any type
of plant cell,
throughout the life
of the plant.

RP2 – Osmosis: Conc. of Solution affecting mass of plant tissue
1. Use a cork borer to create 5 cylinders of plant tissue
(usually potato) and cut them all to the same length.
2. Measure the mass of each piece using a top pan
balance and the length of each piece with a ruler.
Record in a table.
3. Measure out 100cm3 of each concentration of salt/sugar
solution into labelled boiling tubes.
4. Place each piece of potato into a boiling tube for
24 hours.
5. Remove the pieces and blot with a paper towel.
6. Measure the mass of each piece using a top pan
balance and the length of each piece with a ruler.
Record in a table.
7. Calculate the percentage change in mass.

% 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 =

Results Graph

𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 (𝒈𝒈)
𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 (𝒈𝒈)
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B1 - Cell Biology
Diffusion

Osmosis

Substances move a higher concentration of that
substance (red particles pictured) to where there
is a lower concentration of that substance.
Low)
(High
This happens because of the random movement
of the particles in a fluid (liquid or gas).

Water may
move across
cell membranes
via osmosis.

There are ways the rate of diffusion
can be changed;
• the difference in concentrations
(concentration gradient)
• the temperature
• the surface area of the
membrane

Osmosis is the
diffusion of
water from a
dilute solution to
a concentrated
solution through
a partially
permeable
membrane
L).
(H

Partially permeable means small molecules can move through but
large molecules cannot.
Examples
Alveoli in the lungs and villi in the small intestine are both structured in similar ways so
diffusion can happen at a high rate (fast):
		
• having a large surface area
		
• a membrane that is thin, to provide a short diffusion path
		
• (in animals) having an efficient blood supply

Active Transport

• Active transport is moving substances against the concentration
gradient (L
H) so requires energy.
• This means that cells that carry out a lot of active transport (root
hair cells, epithelial cells on villi in the small intestine) contain a lot
of mitochondria.
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B2 – Organisation
Levels of Organisation

Bile

Enzymes

Cells = basic building blocks of all living organisms.
A tissue = group of cells with a similar structure and
function.
Organs = aggregations of tissues performing specific
functions.
Organs systems = organs organised to form organisms.

• Biological catalysts.
• Digestive enzymes speed up the breakdown of
insoluble food molecules.
• Specific shape active site that matches substrate.

Enzymes work best at
certain temperatures
or pH depending on
their role.

The liver makes an alkaline solution called
bile. Stored by the gall bladder.
Has two jobs:
• Emulsifies fats,
• Neutralises stomach acid.

Enzyme

Salivary
glands

Amylase

X

Protease

Function

Mouth

Teeth and tongue to chew food.

Salivary Glands

Releases saliva containing enzymes.

Oesophagus

Muscle tube to squeeze food along.

Stomach

Contains enzymes and hydrochloric acid. Is made of
muscle to churn food.

Small Intestine

Releases enzymes and absorbs soluble food particles
(glucose, amino acids, fatty acids, glycerol).

Large Intestine

Absorbs water.

Liver

Releases bile.

Gall Bladder

Stores bile.

Pancreas

Releases enzymes.

Pancreas

Small
intestine

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lipase

Digestive Enzymes

Digestive System
Organ

Stomach

Starch
Protein
Fats

amylase
protease
lipase

Glucose
Amino Acids
Fatty acids + Glycerol

RP3 – Food Tests
Summaries of the four food tests.
Protein
Chemical: Biuret reagent
Positive test: Purple
Fats
Chemical: Ethanol
Positive test: Cloudy

Starch
Chemical: Iodine
Positive test: Black
Wa

ter Both
Glucose
Reagent: Benedict’s
Positive test: Brick red
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B2 – Organisation
Blood Vessels

RP4 – Food Tests: effect of pH on the rate of
reaction of amylase
1. Add 2cm amylase solution, 2cm of starch solution and 2cm of pH2
buffer to a water bath (37°) in separate test tubes. Wait 10 minutes.
2. While waiting, add 2 drops of iodine solution to each well on the
spotting tile.
3. Once the solutions in the water bath have reached 37°,
pour the amylase and PH2
buffer into the starch solution.
4. Immediately take a sample
with a pipette and add to the
first well of the spotting tile.
5. Repeat Step 4 every 30 seconds
until there is no colour change
when testing with iodine solution.
6. Repeat Steps 1-5 with pH4,
pH6, pH8 and pH10 buffers.
2

2

(to the lungs)
(from the body)

Aorta

(to the body)

Pulmonary
Vein

(from the lungs)

Right Atrium

(contains
pacemaker cells
that control
heart rate)

Right Ventricle
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Arteries

Capillaries

Veins

Blood carried
away from heart
Thick muscular
and elastic walls
= withstands high
pressure
Small lumen =
maintains high
pressure

Locations of
substance
exchange
Walls only one
cells thick =
shorter diffusion
pathway
Lumen just bigger
than red blood
cell

Blood carried
back to heart
Thin walls as blood
is low pressure
Large lumen –
lower resistance
for blood passing
through
Valves to prevent
back flow

Blood – 4 components

Double circulatory system = higher blood pressure = blood gets to
cells quicker.

Vena Cava

trachea

2

The Human Heart
Pulmonary
Artery

Respiratory System

Left Atrium

Left Ventricle

(thicker wall on left)

Red blood cells – contain haemoglobin to carry
oxygen. More detail…
White blood cells – fight disease (see Unit 3
– Infection and Response).
Platelets – cell
fragments that
clot blood.
Plasma –
transports cells,
cell fragments
and dissolved
substances
(salts,
urea, CO2,
hormones…).

bronchi
Structures that cannot been
seen on this diagram are the
alveoli and capillary network
– see ‘Unit 1 - Diffusion’.

Red Blood Cells
(RBCs)
• Contain chemical ‘haemoglobin’.
• This reacts with oxygen to be carried
around the body.
• RBCs are ~8μm (relative small 		
animal cell), allows them to fit
through capillaries.
• Bi-concave disc shape for large SA:V.

Coronary Heart Disease (CHD)
• Coronary arteries supply heart
muscle with blood (containing
glucose and oxygen for respiration).
• Can become narrowed/blocked
by fatty deposits if
cholesterol high.
• Reduced muscle
contraction in heart.

Science
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B2 – Organisation
CHD Treatment – Statins vs Stents
Statins

Stents

• Medication to
be taken
every day
• Lowers blood
cholesterol
• Does not work
immediately

• Mesh tube to
be inserted
into artery to
hold it open
• Surgery 		
required
• Works 		
immediately

Faulty Valves
• Valves in veins and the heart
prevent backflow of blood.
• Faulty valves = don’t open or
close fully.
• Can be replaced with
man-made valves or transplanted.

Cancer

Leaf Structure

Uncontrolled cell growth
Benign tumours = abnormal cells, contained in one area,
in a membrane, do not invade other parts of body.
Malignant tumours = cancer cells, invade neighbouring
tissue, and spread into blood, form secondary tumours.

Risk Factors
Lifestyle factors can be risk factors for certain diseases
e.g. obesity is a risk factor for Type 2 Diabetes, or
drinking and smoking while pregnant affects the
development of the foetus.

Interaction of Diseases
• Defects in the immune system - individual is more likely
to suffer from infectious diseases.
• Viruses can trigger cancers.
• Immune reactions caused by pathogen can trigger
allergies.
• Severe physical ill health can lead to depression and
other mental illness.

Transpiration
Increasing the rate of transpiration:
Higher temperature
Lower humidity
Higher light intensity
Higher air movement

Movement of water through plant
from roots to leaves. Guard cells on
underside of leaves open and close
stomata for control of water loss.

Record the distance
the bubble of air
moves along the
scale during set
amount of time to
calculate volume
of water uptake per
minute.

Transpiration

Translocation

Xylem - hollow tubes
strengthened by lignin.

Phloem – tubes of
elongated cells.

Water

Dissolved sugars

One way system - roots to
leaves.

Two way system - sugars
taken to wherever they are
needed.

Cover the stomata with Vaseline,
turn on a fan, or heat the room
to see how factors affect rate of
transpiration.
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B3 – Infection and Response
Communicable Diseases

Antibiotics &
Painkillers

Symptoms

Spread by

Prevent spread

Treatment

Salmonella

Bacteria

Fever, cramps,
vomiting,
diarrhoea

Contaminated
food

Vaccinating
poultry,
clean cooking
conditions

Antibiotics or
management
of symptoms

Gonorrhoea

Bacteria

Yellow/green
discharge, pain
when urinating

Sexual Contact

Using condoms

Antibiotics

Measles

Virus

Red rash and
fever

Breathing
in droplets
from coughs/
sneezes

Vaccination

No cure – only
management
of symptoms

HIV

Virus

Flu-like symptoms,
develops into
AIDS

Sexual contact

Using condoms

Antiretroviral
drugs

Tobacco
Mosaic Virus
(plants)

Virus

‘Mosaic’ pattern
of discolouration
on the leaves

Soil

Destroy infected
plants

No treatment

Rose Black
Spot (plants)

Fungus

Black spots on
leaves

Wind or water

Remove and
destroy infected
leaves

Fungicides

Malaria

Protist

Recurrent
episodes of fever

Insect bites
(mosquitoes)

Mosquito nets,
bug sprays

Antimalarial
drugs

Human Heart
• Introducing small quantities of dead or inactive forms of
pathogen into the body.
• If same
• Stimulates WBCs to produce antibodies
pathogen
returns
(X), WBCs
make same
antibodies
rapidly.
• They
make MORE
antibodies,
QUICKER,
and they
stay in body
for LONGER.
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Antibiotics = kill bacteria
(specific antibiotic for
specific bacteria) THEY DO
NOT KILL VIRUSES
e.g. penicillin
Painkillers = stop pain (don’t
kill microbes, just help with
symptoms)
e.g. paracetamol
It is difficult to develop
drugs that kill viruses without
also damaging the body’s
tissues.

Stomach
Contains
hydrochloric acid
to kill pathogens
that have been
eaten.

Testing for:
• Safety
• Efficacy (does it work?)
• Dosage (how much is needed)
Stage

Description

1

Tested on cells and tissues.
Side effects? Efficacy?

2

3

Tested on animals. Side
effects?
Clinical trials = tested on
humans. 1st health
volunteers, 2nd patients with
the illness. Dosage gradually
increased to optimum.

White Blood Cells (WBCs)

Non-specific
Defence Systems
Nose
Hairs and mucus
trap pathogens
before entering
lungs.

Development of Drugs

Clinical

Pathogen

Pre-clinical

Disease

Trachea &
Bronchi
Cilia cells (small
hair-like
projections from
cells) and mucus
(produced by
goblet cells)
trap pathogens.

Skin
If damaged, repairs
itself (scabs).

1. Phagocytosis – engulfing the pathogen
2. Producing antibodies – specific to the antigen
3. Producing antitoxins – to neutralise toxins

1
2

3
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P1 - Energy
Energy Stores
There are 8 energy stores:
Store

Stored in…

kinetic

moving objects

gravitational
potential

objects raised above
ground

elastic
potential

stretched or compressed
objects

thermal

all objects due to particle
movement

chemical

substances (foods, fuels)
that can release energy in
a chemical reaction

nuclear

the nucleus of atoms

magnetic

magnets attracting or
repelling

electrostatic

separation of charges

Conservation of energy law:
Energy is NEVER created or destroyed
Energy is transferred by different pathways
– by heating or when work is done
When energy is transferred, some is often
transferred to the environment – this is
wasted or dissipated energy

Efficiency
There are 8 energy stores:
.Efficiency =
Efficiency =

Calculating Energy Stores
The energy stored in a raised object can be
calculated using:
GPE = mass x height x gravitational field
strength
GPE = mgh
The energy stored in a moving object can
be calculated using:

Units for SHC are J/Kg/°C
Different materials have different specific heat capacity values.
This can be investigated using the equipment below:

Energy stored in a stretched or compressed
object can be calculated using:
Ee = ½ spring constant x extension2
E = ½ k e2
Transfers of energy:
E.g. An object above ground has GPE.
If that object falls:
1. Decreases its GPE store
2. Increases its KE store as it falls
3. Waste energy transferred to the
environment by heating and sound
Gravitational
potential energy
decreasing

• Energy is supplied to the block by the immersion heater over a fixed
time period (e.g. 5 mins)
• The thermometer measures the temperature of the block at the start
and the end of the experiment
• The stopwatch measures the time
• If the power of the heater is known (e.g. 50W) the energy transferred
to the block can be found using the equation:
Energy (J) = Power (W) x time (s)

Kinetic energy
increasing

Useful power out
Total power in

The amount of energy needed to change the temperature of 1kg of a
substance by 1ºC
It is calculated by:
E = specific heat capacity x mass x temp change
E = SHC x m x 0

KE = ½ mass x velocity2
KE = ½ m v2

Useful output energy transferred by the device
Total input energy supplied to the device

Wasted energy always ends up in the
thermal store of the surroundings

Specific heat capacity

Heating and
sound of
impact
THUD!

The specific heat capacity of different materials can be investigated
by:
• Changing the metal (independent variable)
• Measuring the temperature increase (dependent variable)
• Keeping the energy supplied, mass and insulation the same (control
variables)
Insulating the block reduces energy transferred to the thermal store of
the environment, improving accuracy.
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Power and work done

Reducing unwanted energy transfers

There are 8 energy stores:

Reducing wasted energy means lower costs.

Work done = energy transferred

Materials that conduct heat well have a high thermal
conductivity.

Energy transferred mechanically is
calculated:
Work done = force x distance
W (J) = F (N) x s (m)

Work done = 500N x 6m
		
= 3000 J
Power = energy transferred per second
1 Watt = 1 Joule per second

Reducing energy transfers in homes:
• Double glazing
• Thick walls
• Walls made of materials with low thermal conductivity
• Insulation – wall and loft
Reducing energy transfers in appliances:

Example

+

-

Coal,
oil,
natural
gas

Reliable
method of
generating
electricity

Release CO2 which
contributes to global
warming

Nuclear

No CO2
released

Produces toxic
nuclear waste

Example

+

-

Solar

No CO2
released

Doesn’t work at
night or well on
cloudy days

wind

No CO2
released

Doesn’t work if
it isn’t windy

hydro

No CO2
released

Damage to
habitats

geothermal

No CO2
released

Only found in
specific places

waves

No CO2
released

Damage to
habitats

Biofuel

Carbon
neutral

Uses crop land to
grow new forests

• Lubrication – reduces friction

A more powerful appliance transfers
more energy per second, e.g.:

• Streamlining – reduces air resistance
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Non-renewable – ones that are being used faster
than they can be replaced and will run out.

Renewable resources – ones that will not run out,
they are being replenished as they are used.

Power = energy transferred ÷ time
P (W) = e (J) ÷ t (s)

Power = Energy ÷ time
= 3000 J ÷ 5 s
= 600W

Energy resources
We use energy resources for electricity generation,
transport and heating.
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P2 - Electricity
Equations and Maths
Equations
Charge:
Potential difference:
Energy transferred:
Energy transferred:
Power:
Power:

Q = It
V = IR
E = Pt
E = QV
P = VI
P = I2R

Resistance
voltage (V) = current (A) × resistance (Ω)
V = IR

1

Graphs of I-V Characteristics for Components in a Circuit
1. Ohmic conductor: the current is directly proportional to the potential difference it is a straight line (at a constant temperature).

Maths
1kW = 1000W
0.5kW = 500W

2. Filament lamp: as the current increases, so does the temperature.
This makes it harder for the current to flow. The graph becomes less steep.

Charge

2

3. Diode: current only flows in one direction.
The resistance is very high in the other direction which means no current can flow.

• Electric current is the flow of electric
charge.
• It only flows when the circuit is complete.
• The charge is the current flowing past a
point in a given time.
• Charge is measured in coulombs (C).
• Current is measured using an ammeter (A)

3
Current and Circuit Symbols

Calculating Charge
charge flow (C) =
current (A) × time (s)
Q = It
potential difference (V) =
current (I) x resistance (R)
V (V) = I (A) × R (Ω)
Potential difference
is measured
using a voltmeter

Current:
the flow of electrical charge.
Potential difference (voltage):
the push of electrical charge.
Resistance:
slows down the flow of
electricity.
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P2 - Electricity
Circuit Devices
LDR – Light Dependent Resistor
• An LDR is dependent on light intensity.
• In bright light the resistance falls and at
night the resistance is higher.
Uses of LDRs: outdoor night lights, burglar
detectors.
Light Dependent Resistor (LDR)

Series Circuits
• Once one of the components
is broken then all the
components will stop working.
• One loop of circuit.
Potential difference – the total p.d. of the
supply is shared between all the components.
Vtotal = V1 + V2

resistance (ohms)

Current – wherever the ammeter is placed in
a series circuit the reading is the same.
I1 = I2 = I3
Resistance – In a series circuit, the resistance
will add up to make the total resistance.
Rtotal = R1 + R2
Light Intensity

Thermistor
• A thermistor is a temperature dependent
resistor.
• If it is hot, then the resistance is less.
• If it becomes cold, then the resistance
increases.
Uses of thermistors: temperature detectors.

Parallel Circuits
They are much more common –
if one component stops
working, it will not affect
the others.
This means they are more
useful.

resistance (ohms)

Potential Difference – same for all
components.
V1 = V2
Current – the total current is the total of all the
currents through all the components.
Itotal = I1 + I2 + I3

temperature (oc)
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Resistance – adding resistance reduces the
total resistance.

Required Practicals
Investigating Resistance in a Wire
Independent variable: length of the wire.
Dependent variable: resistance.
Control variables: type of metal, diameter of the wire.
Conclusion: As the length of the wire increases, the resistance of
the wire also increases.
Investigating Series and Parallel Circuits with Resistors
Independent variable: circuit type (series, parallel).
Dependent variable: resistance.
Control variables: number of resistors, type of power source.
Conclusion: Adding resistors in a series increases the total
resistance of the circuit. In a parallel circuit, the more resistors
you add, the smaller the resistance.
Investigating I-V Relationships in Circuits (Using a filament bulb,
ohmic conductor, diode.)
Independent variable: potential difference/volts (V).
Dependent variable: current (A).
Control variable: number of components (e.g. 1 filament bulb,
1 resistor, type of power source.)
- Set up the circuits as shown below and measure the
current (I) and the potential difference (V).
- Draw graphs when done showing V and I.
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P2 - Electricity
Electricity in the home
AC – alternating current. Constantly
changing direction - UK mains supply is 230V
and has a frequency of 50 hertz (Hz).
DC – direct current. Supplied by batteries
and only flows in one direction.
Cables – most have three wires: live, neutral
and earth. They are covered in plastic
insulation for safety.

Energy Transferred – this depends on how long the appliance is on for and its power.
energy transferred (J) = power (W) × time (s)

energy transferred (J) = charge flow (C) × potential difference (V)
power (W) = potential difference (V) × current (A)
power (W) = current2 (A) × resistance (Ω)
P = I2R

Earth wire (yellow/green) - protection. Stops
the appliance from becoming live. Carries
a current if there is a fault.
Touching the live wire can cause the current
to flow through your body. This causes an
electric shock.

E = QV

P = VI

The National Grid

Live wire (brown) – provides the potential
difference from the mains.
Neutral wire (blue) – completes the circuit.

E = Pt

Energy is transferred around a circuit when the charge moves.

- The National Grid is a system of cables and transformers.
- They transfer electrical power from the power station to where it is needed.
- Power stations are able to change the amount of electricity that is produced to meet the demands.
- For example, more energy may be needed in the evenings when people come home from work or school.
- Electricity is transferred at a low current, but a high voltage so less energy is being lost as it travels through the cables.
Step-up transformers – increase the voltage as the electricity flows through the cables.
Step-down transformers – decrease the potential difference to make it safe.

At the power station,
fossil fuels are burnt
which produces
vapours to turn the
generator which
produces electricity.
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P3 - Particle model of matter
State

Pattern

Energy and
movement

Forces between
particles

Models

+

-

Solid

Ordered
and all
touching

Vibrate around
fixed positions

Strong forces
between
particles

Particle diagrams

Easy to see/draw arrangement

• Can’t see the forces between particles
• Particles look like flat circles rather than 3D spheres
• Movement isn’t shown

Liquid

Random
and
touching

Move around
randomly

Weaker than in
a solid

Gas

Random
and far
apart

Move around
randomly

Weak forces of
attraction

Kinetic models
(e.g. marbles or
animations)

Easy to see particle
arrangement

Can’t see forces between particles

Can see the movement
of particles

Measure the volume of small objects by
putting them into a measuring cylinder with
100cm3 water in

Zero error

Read the meniscus!

Density
Density is mass per cm3
It can be calculated using:
Density = mass
volume
p
= m
V
Required practical – measuring the density of different materials.
For regular solids:
Mass measured by top pan balance
Volume measured by measuring length x breadth x height
For irregular solids:
Mass measured by top pan balance
Volume measured by displacement of water
This means putting the object into water and measuring the
volume of water ‘pushed out’

Measure the volume of larger objects
by putting them into a full eureka
can and catching and measuring
the water that is displaced

Required practical continued: Density of liquids
1. Find the mass of an empty measuring cylinder using a
top pan balance.
2. Pour a known volume (100ml) of liquid into the
measuring cylinder.
3. Use the meniscus to measure the volume of the
liquid accurately. This is the volume.
4. Now measure the mass of the measuring cylinder +
the liquid combined.
5. Subtract the mass of the empty measuring cylinder and
this is the mass of the liquid.
Density = mass ÷ volume.
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Internal energy
The temperature of any substance is related
to the average speed of its particles.
The internal energy of a system is the total
kinetic energy and the potential energy of
the particles.
The particles in a system vibrate or move
around because they have energy in their
kinetic energy stores.
The faster a particle moves, the greater its
kinetic energy store.

Heating and cooling
When the internal energy of a substance changes,
then either:
• The temperature of the substance changes
• The state of the substance changes
This can be seen by plotting the temperature change during
heating or cooling.
Heating a solid would give us a graph that looks like this:

Specific latent heat
Specific latent heat is the amount of energy needed
to change 1kg of a substance from one state to
another without changing the temperature.
Specific latent heat will be different for different
materials.
• Energy needed to change 1kg of solid
liquid - specific latent heat of fusion
• Energy needed to change 1kg of liquid
gas - specific latent heat of vaporisation

The particles also have energy in their
potential energy stores due to their position.
As particles move further apart, their
potential energy stores increase.

Gas pressure
The particles in a gas are in constant random
motion.
They collide with the walls of their container.
This exerts a force on the container.
The more energy the
particles have, the higher
the temperature.
An increase in temperature
of a gas causes the particles
to move further apart.
If this is not possible, because
of the container, then there is
an increase in pressure.

The amount of energy needed to change 1kg of a
material is found by the equation:
Energy = mass (kg) x specific latent heat (L)
E =mL
• The temperature stays the same.
• This is when a change of state is happening – for example
melting.
• The energy transferred is not increasing the mean particle
speed – it is increasing the potential energy of the particles.
When the line is increasing (heating) or decreasing (cooling):
• The temperature is increasing/decreasing
• The kinetic energy store is increasing/decreasing
• Average particle speed is increasing/decreasing

Specific heat capacity
This is the among of energy needed to change the
temperature of 1kg of a substance by 1ºC
It is calculated by:
E = specific heat capacity x mass x temp change
E = SHC x m x θ
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P4 – Atomic Structure
Atoms

Isotopes

- Smallest part of an element that can exist.
- Made up of protons, electrons and neutrons.

Nucleus (protons & neutrons)

Isotope = atoms of the same element which have the
same number of protons, but a different number of
neutrons.

These are isotopes because..

Electron shells
(orbits)

12

Neutrons =
12 – 6

Subatomic
particle

Relative
Mass

Charge

Proton

1

Positive

Neutron

1

Neutral

Electron

Very small

Negative

Atoms have a
radius of about
0.1nm ( 1x10-10m)
Radius of
nucleus = about
1x10-14m

Elements
- Made up of one type of atom
- Found on the Periodic Table

Atomic number

Number of protons
(same as electrons)

Relative
Atomic Mass (Ar)

12

C
6

Number of
protons + neutrons
Number of neutrons =

Atoms are neutral as
number of protons =
number of electrons
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Atomic Mass - Atomic number
(top)
(bottom)

Alpha

6 neutrons

C
6

C
6

Both have 6 protons

- Do not travel far in the air
- Least penetrating radiation –
stopped by skin and paper.
- Highly ionising because of their size.

13

Same
element

Alpha particle = two neutrons and
two protons (same as helium nucleus)

Neutrons =
13 – 6

7 neutrons

Different number
of neutrons

Beta
Beta = a fast moving electron.
- Stopped by a piece of aluminium.
- Beta radiation is emitted when a
neutron turns into a proton.

Gamma
Radioactive Decay and Nuclear Radiation
- Some nuclei are unstable – give out radiation –
happens randomly and is called radioactive decay.
- Activity = rate at which unstable nuclei decays.
- Activity is measured in becquerel (Bq).
- Count-rate = number of decays per second recorded by
a detector
(e.g Geiger-Muller tube)
The nuclear radiation emitted may be:
- Alpha
- Beta
- Gamma
- A neutron

Gamma = a wave of electromagnetic
radiation from the nucleus.
• Most penetrating – stopped by thick
lead and concrete.
• Is the most dangerous when outside
the body.
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P4 – Atomic Structure
Alpha Decay Equations
Alpha particle = made up of two
protons and two neutrons.

History of the atom

Alpha particle symbol

Mass number (top) decreases by 4.
Atomic number (bottom) decreases
by 2.

Use the periodic
table to find the
element once you
have worked out
the numbers.

Beta Decay Equations
A neutron turns into a proton and
releases an electron.

Beta particle symbol

Differences to nuclear model
• Electrons scattered inside
• Ball of positive charge
(no protons)
• No nucleus
• No neutrons
• Evenly distributed mass
Rutherford tested the
plum pudding model

Mass number (top) stays the same.
Atomic number (bottom) increases
by 1.

Gamma Decay Equations
• No change to the nucleus.
• Nucleus is releasing excess energy.
• Mass number (top) stays the same.
• Atomic number (bottom) stays the same.

Time

Discovery

John Dalton

Start of the
19th century

Atoms were first described
as solid spheres.

JJ Thomson

1897

Plum pudding model –
atom is a ball of charge with
electrons scattered.

Ernest
Rutherford

1909

Alpha scattering experiment
– mass concentrated at the
centre; the nucleus is charged.
Most of the mass is in the
nucleus. Most atoms are
empty space.

Niels Bohr

Around 1911

Electrons are in shells
orbiting the nucleus.

James
Chadwick

Around 1940

Discovered that there are
neutrons in the nucleus.

Rutherford’s scattering experiment

What happened?
Conclusions made

Use the periodic
table to find the
element once you
have worked out
the numbers.

Scientist

alpha particles are positively charged
fired at gold foil
some alpha particles are deflected/
repelled

ü

supported Rutherford’s new nuclear model as:
those that were reflected – this was due to the small,
dense positive centre of the atom
Rutherford named this particle the proton

most alpha particles pass straight through

ü

supported Rutherford’s
new nuclear model as
most went straight
through (so actually
mainly empty space)

ûrefuted the plum pudding
model as if it was a ball of
positive charge the alpha
particles should all be
deflected
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P4 – Atomic Structure
Contamination

Dangers of Radiation

Contamination = the unwanted presence of materials
containing radioactive atoms on other materials.
• Hazard is due to decay of the contaminating atoms.

Alpha
- More dangerous inside the body – highly ionising
and can cause a lot of damage.

• Type of radiation emitted affects level of hazard
(e.g. alpha/beta/gamma).
• Protective clothing should be worn when handling 		
radioactive material.

- Less dangerous outside body as cannot
penetrate the skin.

- Radioactive sources can be injected into the body
to use as tracers to make soft tissues show up
on x-rays.

- Less dangerous inside body as some is able to
escape.

Apple injected with
radiation =
contamination

- More dangerous outside body as it can
penetrate the skin.

- Least dangerous inside the body as most will
pass out and it is the least ionising.
- More dangerous outside the body as can
penetrate the skin.

Irradiation = exposing an object to nuclear radiation.
The object does not become radioactive.
Can use irradiation to kill harmful microorganisms on
food and increase shelf-life.

Apples
exposed to
radiation =
irradiation

Radioactive
source

Half-life as a percentage (HT only)

- This means findings can be checked by peer review.

Half-Life
- Radioactive decay is random.
Half-life = time taken for the number of nuclei of
the isotope in a sample to halve.
or
Time taken for count rate (activity) from a sample
containing the isotope to fall to half its initial level.

1. Find the
initial level
(where the
line starts)

2. Go to half of
the initial value
70,000/2 = 45,000

Example: The initial activity of a sample if 640 Bq.
Calculate the percentage reduction in activity
after two half-lives.

3. Draw a line from
your value in step 2
to the sloped line.

6. Halve number again if
needed for 2nd half-life
etc.

2 half-lives = 320/2 = 160 Bq
So the reduction in activity is 640 – 160 = 480 Bq

Half-life can be
calculated using graphs

4. Draw a line straight
down to find one
half-life (time taken
for count rate to half
once)

1 half-life = 640/2 = 320 Bq

As a percentage: 480/640 = 0.75 x 100 = 75%

56

- It is important for findings of studies into effects of 		
radiation on humans to be published and shared with
other scientists.

Beta

Gamma

Irradiation

Investigating Radiation

5. 1st half-life.

7. 2nd half-life.
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C1 – Atomic Structure and The Periodic Table
Atoms

Compounds

- Smallest part of an element that can exist.
- Made up of protons, electrons and neutrons.

Nucleus (protons & neutrons)
Electron shells
(orbits)

Mixtures and Separation

- Two or more elements chemically combined.
- Formed by chemical reactions.
H2O CH4
HCl
NaCl
- For example: CO2

Air – mixture as it contains oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon dioxide etc. which
are not chemically combined

Isotopes
Isotope = atoms of the same element which have the
same number of protons, but a different number of
neutrons.

These are isotopes because..

Subatomic
particle

Relative
Mass

Charge

Proton

1

Positive

Neutron

1

Neutral

Electron

Very small

Negative

Atoms have a
radius of about
0.1nm ( 1x10-10m)
Radius of nucleus
= about 1x10-14m

12

Neutrons =
12 – 6

6 neutrons

Elements
- Made up of one type of atom
- Found on the Periodic Table

Atomic number

Number of protons
(same as electrons)

Relative
Atomic Mass (Ar)

12

C
6

Number of
protons + neutrons
Number of neutrons =

Atoms are neutral as
number of protons =
number of electrons

Atomic Mass - Atomic number
(top)
(bottom)

C

Mixtures – two or more elements
or compounds not chemically
combined

Chromatography
To separate
outmixtures
(usually liquids)
(e.g. colours in
ink)

Filtration
To separate
insoluble solids
from liquids (e.g.
sand and water)

Evaporation
To quickly
separate soluble
solids from a
solution (e.g. salt
and water)

Crystallisation
To slowly
separate a
soluble salt from
a solution (e.g.
copper sulfate
crystals)

13

Same
element

6

C
6

Both have 6 protons

Neutrons =
13 – 6

7 neutrons

Different number
of neutrons

Chemical Equations
- Shown by using a word equation.
magnesium oxide
e.g. magnesium + oxygen
Left of the arrow = reactants.
Right of the arrow = products.
- Also can be shown by a symbol equation
2MgO
e.g. 2Mg + O2
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C1 – Atomic Structure and The Periodic Table
Distillation

History of the atom

Simple distillation – separating a liquid from a solution.

Boiling point of water

Condensation

Evaporation
- Liquid is heated and evaporates
- Vapours travel up into the condenser
- Condenser has cold water travelling around it
- Vapours hit the cold surface and condense (turn back
into a liquid)

Electronic Structure

Differences to nuclear model
- Electrons scattered inside
- Ball of positive charge (no
protons)
- No nucleus
- No neutrons
- Evenly distributed mass
Rutherford tested the
plum pudding model

Electrons are found on shells (orbits) orbiting the nucleus.

11 electrons

23

Na
11

1st shell = 2
2nd shell = 8
3rd shell = 1
Total = 11 electrons
58

Time

Discovery

John Dalton

Start of the
19th century

Atoms were first described
as solid spheres.

JJ Thomson

1897

Plum pudding model –
atom is a ball of charge with
electrons scattered.

Ernest
Rutherford

1909

Alpha scattering experiment
– mass concentrated at
the centre; the nucleus is
charged. Most of the mass is
in the nucleus. Most atoms
are empty space.

Niels Bohr

Around 1911

Electrons are in shells
orbiting the nucleus.

James
Chadwick

Around 1940

Discovered that there are
neutrons in the nucleus.

Rutherford’s scattering experiment

What happened?

First shell = 2 electrons
Second shell = 8 electrons
Third shell = 8 electrons.

Conclusions made

There is a maximum number of electrons allowed on
each shell:

Scientist

alpha particles are positively charged
fired at gold foil
some alpha particles are deflected/
repelled

ü

supported Rutherford’s new nuclear model as:
those that were reflected – this was due to the small,
dense positive centre of the atom
Rutherford named this particle the proton

most alpha particles pass straight through

ü

supported Rutherford’s
new nuclear model as
most went straight
through (so actually
mainly empty space)

ûrefuted the plum pudding
model as if it was a ball of
positive charge the alpha
particles should all be
deflected
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C1 – Atomic Structure and The Periodic Table
Development of the Periodic Table

Group 1 (Alkali Metals)

John Newlands – Law of Octaves
- Elements ordered by atomic weight.
- Noticed a pattern with every eighth element.
- Some elements placed inappropriately – metals and
non-metals grouped together.
- Rejected by other scientists.

- Similar properties as all have 1 electron in outer shell.
- Very reactive.
- Soft, grey, shiny metals.- Stored in oil as would react with oxygen
in air.
- Produce an alkali when reacting in water (hence alkali metals).

John Newlands’ Law of Octaves

Dimitri Mendeleev
- Still ordered by atomic weight.
- Left gaps for undiscovered elements.
- Could predict properties of undiscovered elements.
- Some elements didn’t fit pattern – switched them to keep
pattern of similar properties.
Eventually, knowledge or isotopes explained why elements
could not be ordered by atomic weight.

Dimitri Mendeleev left gaps for
undiscovered elements

The Modern Periodic Table
- Ordered by atomic (proton) number.

Columns = groups
Group number = number of electrons in outer shell.
Elements in each group have similar properties.
1 1 2
2
Rows = periods 3
4
Period number =
5
number of
electron shells 6
the atom has. 7

Dimitri Mendeleev left gaps for
undiscovered
elements
Group 0 (Nobel
Gases)

non-metals
0

As you go down the group…
- Elements are more reactive because:
- More electron shells
- Outer electron = further from nucleus
- Less electrostatic force of attraction between
outer electron and nucleus
- Easier for outer electron to be lost for atom to
react.

Group 7 (Halogens)

- Full outer shell – unreactive
- Stable atoms

3 4 5 6 7

Reactivity of Group 1 Metals

As you go down…
- Boiling point increases
- More electron shells
- Bigger atoms
- More intermolecular
forces
- More energy needed
to break forces.

- 7 electrons in outer shell – all react similarly.
- Diatomic – go around in pairs as more stable (e.g. Cl2).
- Non-metals – form halides when reacted with a metal.
- A more reactive halogen can replace a less reactive halogen in
a reaction (displacement).
Reactivity of Group 7

As you go down the group…
- Elements are less reactive because:
- More electron shells
- Free electron = further from nucleus
- Less electrostatic force of attraction between
free electron and nucleus
- Harder to attract the free electron onto the outer
shell.
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C2 – Bonding, structure, and the properties of matter
Formation of Ions

Ionic Bonding

- Ions = a charged particle made from losing or
gaining electrons
- Positive ion = lost electrons
- Negative ion = gained electrons.

- Between a metal and non-metal.
- Metals give electrons to non-metals so 		
both have a full outer shell.
- Electrostatic force of attraction between 		
positive and negative ions.

Covalent Bonding
- Covalent bonding = sharing a pair or pairs of
electrons for a full outer shell.
- Between non-metals only.

Dot and Cross Diagrams

Metals form positive ions
Non-metals form negative ions
Group

Ions

Lost electrons

Example
à Li+ +

1

+1

Li

2

+2

Ca à Ca2+ + 2e-

6

-2

O + 2e- à O2-

7

-1

Br + e-à Br-

-

e-

Show the bonding in simple molecules.
Uses the outer shell of the atoms.
Crosses and dots used to show electrons.
You should be able to draw the following:

Gained electrons

Ionic Compounds
- Form giant lattices, as the attraction
between ions acts in all directions.

Metallic Bonding

Water (H2O)

Hydrogen (H2)

Oxygen (O2) Hydrogen chloride (HCl)

- Happens between metals only.
- Positive metal ions surrounded by sea of delocalised
electrons (can move).
Methane (CH4)

Chlorine (Cl2)

- Ions tightly packed in rows.
- Strong electrostatic forces of attraction between
positive ions and negative electrons.

Ammonia (NH3)

Properties of Ionic Compounds
Alloys
- Alloys = mixture of two or more metal atoms.
- Pure metals are too soft for many uses.

• Atoms same
size
• Layers slide
• Softer

60

Pure Metal

Alloy

• Different
sized atoms
• Layers
cannot slide
• Stronger

- High melting point – lots of energy needed
to overcome electrostatic forces.
- High boiling point.
- Cannot conduct electricity as solid – 		
ions cannot move.
- Conducts electricity when molten or 		
dissolved – ions are free to move.

Simple Covalent Molecules
- Form when all atoms have full outer shells so
bonding stops.
- Examples are the molecules shown above.
- Have low melting and boiling points.
- Due to weak intermolecular forces.
- Do not conduct electricity.
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C2 – Bonding, structure, and the properties of matter
Giant Covalent Structure – Diamond
- Each carbon atom covalently bonded to four others.
- This makes diamond strong – a lot of energy needed
to break strong bonds.
- Does not conduct electricity – has no free electrons.

Covalent
bonds

Carbon
atoms

Silicon Dioxide
- Similar structure to diamond.

- Layers of carbon arranged in hexagons.
- Each carbon bonded to three other carbons.
moves to carry 		
- Leaves one delocalised electron
electrical charge throughout structure.

Weak
intermolecular
forces

Layers of
carbon

- Graphene = one layer of graphite.
lots of strong covalent bonds.
- Very strong

- Giant covalent structure.
- Lots of strong covalent
bonds.

Silicon
atoms

Covalent
bonds

Covalent
bonds

- These require lots of
energy to break.
- High melting and
boiling points.

Giant Covalent Structure – Graphite

Graphene

Oxygen
atoms

Fullerenes and Nanotubes
- Molecules of carbon shaped into hollow tubes or balls.
- Used to deliver drugs into body.

Buckminsterfullerene
Formula = C60

- Each carbon bonded to three others.
- One free delocalised electron
can move to carry electrical current
throughout the structure.

Molecular Models
- There are different ways to show a
molecule other than dot and cross
diagrams.

Bond
(covalent)

Atom

- Carbon nanotubes = long narrow tubes.
- Can conduct electricity.

- Layers held together by weak intermolecular forces.
- Layers can slide over each other easily.
- Makes graphite soft/slippery

good lubricant.

- Has high melting point as has many strong
covalent bonds.

- Can strengthen materials
without adding weight
- Used in electronics and
nanotechnology.

Atom

Bond
3D model
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C2 – Bonding, structure, and the properties of matter
States of Matter
- Three states of matter: solid, liquid & gas.
- To change state, energy must be transferred.

Solid
- Regular pattern (rows and columns).
- Particles vibrate in a fixed position.
- Particles have low amount of kinetic
energy.

State Symbols
- States of matter shown in chemical
equations:
- Solid (s)
- Liquid (l)
- Gas (g)
- Aqueous (aq)
- Aqueous solutions = substance
dissolved in water.

Identifying Physical
State of Substances
- Have a fixed shape – cannot flow.
- Cannot be compressed – particles close 		
together.
- When heated, particles gain energy.
- Attractive forces between particles begin breaking when melting or
boiling points are reached.
- Amount of energy needed to change state depends on how strong
forces are.

Gas

Liquid
- Particles randomly arranged - touching.
- Particles can move around.
- Greater amount of kinetic energy than
solid.

- Temp is between the melting point
and boiling point – substance is liquid.
- Temp is higher than the boiling point –
substance is gas.

Limitations of
Particle Model (HT)

- Randomly arranged.

- No chemical bonds are shown.

- Particles move quickly – all directions.
- Highest amount of kinetic energy.

- Particles shown as solid spheres – not
the case, particles are mostly empty
space like atoms.

- Gases are able to flow – fill containers.
- Can be compressed.
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- Temp is lower than melting point –
substance is solid.

- Liquids able to flow – take shape of
containers.
- Cannot be compressed – particles close 		
together.

- The diagrams don’t show any of the
forces between particles
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C3 – Quantitative Chemistry
Conservation of Mass

Percentage Mass

- Atoms cannot be created or destroyed during
reactions.
- Mass of reactants = mass of products.
To show mass is conserved in a reaction:
Mr on the left side must be same as the right side.
2MgO
2(24 + 16)
2 x 40
80

2Mg + O2
(2 x 24) + (2 x 16)
48 + 32
80

magnesium + oxygen
8g
?

- Percentage mass of an element in a compound
Mass of the element in compound
Total mass of compound

Ar of oxygen = 16

Mr of MgO = 24 + 16 = 40
Ar
16
% mass =
=
=
Mr
40

magnesium oxide
10g

0.4 x 100 = 40%

X 100 to
make a %

Both sides need to be equal:
10g – 8g = 4g of oxygen

Relative Formula Mass (Mr)

Example

O
8

- Mass should stay the same in a reaction.
- Sometimes it will look like the mass has
increased/decreased.
- If a reactant is a gas – mass will increase.
magnesium + oxygen

magnesium oxide

Oxygen is in the air before
it combines with
magnesium – you cannot
find the mass of oxygen on
the balance.

It will look like
the mass has
increased when
it is re-weighed
at the end.

40% of the
mass of MgO
is oxygen

Concentrations of Solutions

Relative formula mass (Mr) = all the relative atomic
masses
(Ar) of the atoms added up

16

x 100

Example Question:
Find the percentage mass of oxygen in
magnesium oxide (MgO).
Ar of magnesium = 24

Reacting masses
Use conservation of mass to predict masses:

Mass Changes

12

C
6

- Concentration = amount of substance in specific
volume
- More substance dissolved = more concentrated
solution

Concentration = mass ÷ volume
(g)
(dm3)
(g/dm3)

If a product is a gas – mass will decrease.
sodium oxide + carbon dioxide
sodium carbonate

It will look like the mass
has decreased as some
of the atoms have been
given off as gas – so
cannot be re-weighed.

Can be rearranged to find mass dissolved:

12

+ (16 x 2 ) = 44

mass = concentration x volume
(g)
(g/dm3)
(dm3)
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C3 – Quantitative Chemistry
The Mole (HT only)
- Avogadro constant – 6.02 x 1023 is the number of molecules of
substance that make up one mole of the substance.
Iron has a Ar of 56, so 1 mole of iron (6.02 x 1023 atoms of iron) has a mass
of 56g.
Oxygen (O2) has an Mr of 32, so 1 mole of oxygen (6.02 x 1023 molecules
of oxygen) has a mass of 32g. Ammonia (NH3) has an Mr of 17, so 1 mole
of ammonia (6.02 x 1023 molecules of ammonia) has a mass of 17g.
number of moles = mass in g (of an element or compound)
Mr (of the element or compound)

Main equations to remember
1. Mass (g) = moles x Mr

1000cm3 = 1dm3
cm3
dm3 =
divide by 1000

Rearrange: moles = Mass/Mr
Mr = Mass/moles

Moles and Equations
(HT only)
- You can use moles to help you write
balanced symbol equations.
Example Question
Write a balanced symbol equation for the
reaction in which 5.6g of iron reacts with
10.65g of chlorine to form iron chloride.
1. Work out the Mr of all the substances.
Ar of Fe = 56 and Ar of Cl = 35.5
2. Divide the mass of each substance by its
Ar to calculate how many moles of each
substance reacted or produced.
(Moles = mass / Mr)
Moles of Fe = 5.6 / 56g = 0.1 moles
Moles of Cl = 10.65 / 35.5g = 0.3 moles
3. Divide by the smallest number of moles.

2. Mass (g) = concentration (g/dm3) x volume (dm3)
Rearrange: concentration = mass/volume
volume = mass/concentration
3. Moles (mol) = concentration (mol/dm ) x volume (dm )
3

Rearrange: concentration = moles/volume
volume = moles/concentration

3

4. Use the numbers to write the balanced
symbol equation.
Fe + 3Cl
5. Chlorine exists as Cl2 so the whole thing
needs to be multiplied by 2.
2Fe + 3Cl2
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2FeCl3

Limiting Reactants
(HT only)
- If one reactant gets used up in a
reaction before the other, then the
reaction will stop.
- The reactant that has been used up is
limiting.
- If you halve the amount of the
reactant, then the amount of product
will also be halved.
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C4 – Chemical Changes
The Reactivity Series

Reactions of acids with metals
Most Reactive

- A more reactive metal will replace a less reactive metal in a reaction
(displacement).
- e.g. potassium + magnesium
			
chloride

Reactions of acids with metals

--Metal
acidà salt
salt
+ hydrogen
Metal ++ acid
+ hydrogen

E.g. iron + sulfuric à iron + hydrogen
acid
sulfate

potassium + magnesium
chloride

To name salt :
1. Metal reacted
2. Acid used

salt

Naming Salts

Naming Salts

Potassium isPotassium
more reactive
is more reactive
Potassium displaces
Potassiummagnesium
displaces magnesium
than magnesium.
than magnesium.
to be with chloride.
to be with chloride.

Least Reactive

Extraction of Metals
- Extraction = remove metal from an ore or a compound.
Ore = a rock containing enough metal to make
extracting metal worthwhile.
How to extract metals:
Less reactive than carbon – reduction with carbon.
Reduction = loss of oxygen
iron + carbon dioxide
E.g. iron oxide + carbon

Oxygen has been removed
to extract iron.

Carbon and the oxygen
removed from the iron react
to make carbon dioxide.

More reactive than carbon – electrolysis is used.
- Some metals are found in native form (not reacted)
– usually platinum and gold as very unreactive.

Acid used

Salt produced

Hydrochloric

Chloride

Sulfuric

Sulfate

Nitric

Nitrate

Reaction of metals with oxygen
- Metal + oxygen
metal oxide
magnesium oxide
e.g. magnesium + oxygen
2Mg + O2

2MgO

Oxidation reaction
as metal gained oxygen

- Oxidation = gaining oxygen
- Reduction = losing oxygen

Reaction of metals with water
- Metal + water

metal hydroxide + hydrogen

lithium hydroxide + hydrogen
lithium + water
2LiOH + H2O
2Li + 2H2O
Reacts best with
alkali metals (Group 1)

Metal hydroxides
are alkaline

Reactions
of acids
Reactions
of acids
with with
alkalisalkalis
- Acid + alkali à salt + water

- Acid + alkali

salt + water

neutralisation

Hydrochloric + sodium à sodium + water
acid
hydroxide chloride
salt

HCl + NaOH à NaCl + H2O

Reactions of acids with carbonates

Reactions
of acids
with
carbonates
Reactions
of acids
with
alkalis

- Acid
+ carbonate
salt + water + carbon
- Acid
+ alkali
à salt + à
water
neutralisation
salt + water
+ carbon
- Acid + carbonate
dioxidedioxide

Hydrochloric + sodium à sodium + water
sulfuric + calcium à calcium + water + carbon
acid
hydroxide chloride
acid
carbonate chloride
dioxide
salt

HCl + NaOH à NaCl + H2O
H2SO4 + CaCO3 à CaSO4 + H2O + CO2
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C4 – Chemical Changes
RedoxContamination
Reactions (HT only)
•
•

Redox = reduction and oxidation takes
place at same time in a reaction
Metal + acid = redox reaction

H2SO4 + Ca

CaSO4 + H2

Ionic equation: 2H+ + Ca
Half equation 1: Ca

Ca2+ + H2

Ca2+ + 2e-

Half equation 2: 2H+ + 2e-

Strong acid = completely dissociates in
a solution e.g. HCl H+ + ClExamples = nitric acid and sulfuric acid
Weak acid = partially dissociates in solution
CH3COO- + H+
e.g. CH3COOH
Hasn’t fully
= reversible reaction

Example

H2

Lost 2
electrons
(oxidation)
Gained 2
electrons
(reduction)

Concentration = amount of acid
Strong/weak = how well it ionises

Measuring
pH of a solution
Contamination

Shows how acidic or alkaline solution is.
pH 1-6 = acid
pH 7 = neutral

•

pH 8-14 = alkali

•

Splitting up a compound using electricity

•

Used to separate ionic compounds

Ionic compound

Solid – ions can’t
move to conduct
electricity

turned into
ions – only
partially

As pH decreases by 1 unit, hydrogen ion
concentration of solution increases by
factor of 10.

pH Scale
Contamination
•
•
•

Electrolysis

Strong/Weak
Acids (HT only)
Contamination

•

Can use universal indicator

•
•

Gives the solution a colour
Can compare colour to the pH scale

•

Must be molten or aqueous
(dissolved in water) to allow ions
to move and conduct

The Process of Electrolysis
Two electrodes – made of inert material
(doesn’t react)
Negative
Electrode

Positive
Electrode

Changes
colour
to give
pH value
Lots
of H+

Less
H+

In aqueous solutions
Acids – produce H+ ions
Alkalis – produce OH- ions
In neutralisation reactions:
H+(aq) + OH-(aq) H2O (l)
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Less
OH-

Unknown
solution

Lots
of OH-

Add universal
indicator

Disadvantages of method
•

Colour is subjective – different people
may see different colours

•

Doesn’t give an exact pH number (could
use pH probe to make more accurate)

Negative ions
move to the
Positive ions move to the negative positive electrode
(opposites attract)
electrode (opposites attract)
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C4 – Chemical Changes
Electrolysis of
Molten Ionic Compounds
Molten = melted so ions can move
• Metal = produced at anode
• Non-metal = produced at cathode
Example: Lead Bromide - PbBr2

Electrolysis of Aqueous Solutions
• Compound is dissolved in water so ions
can move

When aqueous –
H+ and OH- (from
H2O) are also
present along
with the two
ions from the
compound.

• Used if metal is too reactive to be extracted
by reduction with carbon.
• Requires large amount of energy to melt
the compound and produce electrical
current. (expensive)
Example: Aluminium Oxide (Bauxite)
• Cryolite is added – reduces the melting
point (less energy needed – less expensive).
• Carbon used as positive electrode – needs
replaced constantly as oxygen
will react with it to produce CO2 –
it will degrade.

During electrolysis:
Cathode – positive ions gain electrons
(reduction)
Anode – negative ions lose electrons
(oxidation)
• Ions become discharged (lose their
charge) at the electrodes.
• Reactions at electrodes can be
represented by half equations.

• Only one ion can be attracted to
each electrode

Examples

Anode – Non-metal or oxygen
Cathode – Metal or hydrogen

Cathode – 2H+ + 2e-

Rules
Using Electrolysis to
Extract Metals

Half-Equations at Electrodes (HT only)

Anode (+) =
If halide ion is present (Group 7) halogen is
produced. If not – oxygen produced.
Cathode (-) =
If the metal is more reactive than hydrogen –
hydrogen produced.
Example – Copper chloride (CuCl2)
Anode (+) – Chlorine is in Group 7 –
so chlorine gas is produced.
Cathode (-) – Copper is less reactive than
hydrogen – so copper is produced.
Example – Sodium sulfate (NaSO4)
Anode (+) – Nothing in Group 7 –
oxygen produced
Cathode (-) – Sodium is more reactive than
hydrogen – hydrogen gas produced.

Gained electrons
(reduction)

Anode – 4OH-

H2
Loses the charge
Hydrogen produced

O2 + 2H2O + 4e-

Loses the charge
Oxygen produced

Lost electrons
(oxidation)

Cathode – Cu2+ + 2e-

Cu

Gained electrons
(reduction)

Anode – 2Cl-

Loses the charge
Copper produced

Cl2 + 2e-

Loses the charge
Chlorine produced

Lost electrons
(oxidation)
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C4 – Chemical Changes – Required Practical – Electrolysis of Aqueous Solutions
Common questions

Aim
To investigate the electrolysis of an aqueous solution using inert
(unreactive) electrodes.

Equipment
•
•

Beaker
Two test tubes (or measuring cylinders)

•
•
•

Graphite electrodes
Two splints
Aqueous solution

•

DC powerpack

Change method
depending on
the question.

Q1)
A1)

How do you test for hydrogen gas?
Lit splint will make a squeaky pop.

Q2)
A2)

How do you test for oxygen gas?
Glowing splint – will relight.

Q3)
A3)

Explain why copper is produced at the cathode.
Copper ions are positive, so are attracted to the negative
electrode (opposites attract). They gain electrons and are
reduced to form copper atoms.

Q4)
A4)

Explain why copper is produced at the cathode?
Hydrogen ions are positive so move to the negative electrode
as opposites attract.

Q5)
A5)

Why are measuring cylinders better to collect the gas?
Because they are more accurate when measuring the volume
of gas produced.

Method (example copper sulfate solution)
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1.

Pour some copper sulfate solution into a beaker.

2.

Place two graphite rods into the copper sulfate solution.
Attach one electrode to the negative terminal of a DC supply,
and the other electrode to the positive terminal.

3.

Completely fill two small test tubes with copper sulfate solution and
position a test tube over each electrode as shown in the diagram.
(Use measuring cylinders if measuring volume of gas produced)

4.

Turn on the power supply and observe what happens at
each electrode.

5.

Test any gas produced with a glowing splint and a burning splint.

6.

Record observations and the results of your tests.
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C4 – Chemical Changes – Required Practical – Preparation of Soluble Salts
Common questions

Aim

Q1) Why do you heat the acid before adding the oxide?
A1) To help start the reaction (particles have more energy to react).

Prepare a pure, dry sample of a soluble salt from an insoluble oxide
or carbonate.

Q2) Why should sulfuric acid be warmed gently, not boiled?
A2) Produces sulfur dioxide gas which is toxic.

Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Q3) Why is the solution filtered?
A3) Remove any unreacted, excess solid.

Beaker
Measuring cylinder
Bunsen burner and safety mat
Filter funnel and filter paper
Named acid (e.g. hydrochloric acid)
Metal oxide or carbonate
Spatula
Glass stirring rod

Q4) Why is the solution left overnight in a warm, dry place?
A4) To evaporate excess water, to form crystals (crystallise).
Change method
depending on
reactants in
the question.

Q5) Name 2 safety precautions you should take during this practical.
A5) Safety goggles and tongs to handle warm acid.

Method (example copper oxide and sulfuric acid)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

beaker
Using measuring cylinder – 20cm3 sulfuric acid
Warm the acid gently (not boiling)
Using spatula add copper oxide to the acid and stir
Keep adding until no more oxide will dissolve (excess)
Using a filter funnel and filter paper – filter excess copper oxide

Add excess oxide

Filter

6.
7.
8.

Evaporate

Evaporate some of the filtrate using a water bath
Pour remaining filtrate into an evaporating basin –
leave overnight to evaporate water
Pat the crystals dry

Leave overnight

Pat dry crystals
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The present tense – regular verbs

The preterite tense – regular verbs

Take the ending off the infinitive and replace it with the correct ending for the person you want
to talk about:

This is used to describe a single, completed action in the past (i.e. not a repeated action).
Take the ending off the infinitive and replace it with the correct ending for the person you want
to talk about:

-ar
I (yo)

-er

-o

-ir

-o

You (tú)

-as

-es

-es

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

-a

-e

-e

We (nosotros)

-amos

-ar

-o

-emos

-imos

You pl (vosotros)

-áis

-éis

-ís

They (Ellos/ellas)

-an

-en

-en

Ejemplo: hablar = to speak so hablo = I speak (as it is an -ar verb).

-er

-ir

I (yo)

-é

-í

-í

You (tú)

-aste

-iste

-iste

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

-ó

-ió

-ió

We (nosotros)

-amos

-imos

-imos

You pl (vosotros)

-astais

-isteis

-isteis

They (Ellos/ellas)

-aron

-ieron

-ieron

Ejemplo: hablar = to speak so hablé = I spoke (as it is an -ar verb).

Irregular verbs
Some verbs don’t follow the pattern above and you just have to learn these ones. These are
some of the most common irregular verbs:

tener
(to have)

ser (to be)

tengo

soy

voy

hago

You (tú)

tienes

eres

vas

haces

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

tiene

es

va

hace

We (nosotros)

temenos

somos

vamos

hacemos

You pl (vosotros)

tenéis

sois

vais

hacéis

They (Ellos/ellas)

tienen

son

van

hacen

Some verbs in the present tense are only irregular in the ‘I’ form:
hacer (to do)		 hago (I do)
salir (to go out)		 salgo (I go out)
ver (to see/watch)		 veo (I watch/see)

tener
(to have)

ser (to be)

ir (to go)

hacer
(to do/make)

I (yo)

tuve

fui

fui

hice

You (tú)

tuviste

fuiste

fuiste

hiciste

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

tuvo

fue

fue

hizo

We (nosotros)

tuvimos

fuimos

fuimos

hicimos

You pl (vosotros)

tuvisteis

fuisteis

fuisteis

hicisteis

They (Ellos/ellas)

tuvieron

fueron

fueron

hicieron

The imperfect tense is another past tense. One of the ways it is used is for descriptions in the past.
These are the key verbs you need to know to describe someone or something in the past:
era
it/he/she was
estaba
it/he/she was (for location or mood)
tenía
it/he/she had

Stem-changing verbs
Some Spanish verbs change a bit at the start of the verb as well as the end except for the we
and you pl forms:

querer (to want)

Some verbs don’t follow the pattern above and you just have to learn these ones. These are
some of the most common irregular verbs:

hacer
(to do/make)

ir (to go)

I (yo)

jugar (to play)

Preterite tense - irregular verbs

poder (to be able to)

The near future tense – going to do something
Use the right form of ‘ir’ (to go), put ‘a’ in the middle and add an infinitive.
+ infinitive (jugar, salir, ir, ser, montar, hacer, comer,
vivir etc)
E.g. voy a jugar = I’m going to play, vamos a salir =
we’re going to go out

I (yo)

juego

quiero

puedo

I’m going

Voy a

You (tú)

juegas

quieres

puedes

You’re going

Vas a

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

juega

quiero

puede

He/she/it is going

Va a

We (nosotros)

jugamos

queremos

podemos

We’re going

Vamos a

I hope

Espero (+ infinitive)

I want

Quiero (+ infinitive)

I would
like

Me gustaría (+
infinitive)

I want

Tengo ganas de
(+ infinitive)

I intend

Tengo la intención
de (+ infinitive)

I am
thinking of

Pienso (+ infinitive)

You pl (vosotros)

jugáis

queries

podéis

You (pl) are going

Vais a

They (Ellos/ellas)

juegan

quieren

pueden

They’re going

Van a
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Other ways of talking about future hopes and plans:

Comparatives – these are phrases that are used to compare things or people. This is how you form them:
más
(adjective) que…
more (adjective) than…
(e.g. más interesante que – more interesting than…)
menos (adjective) que…
less (adjective) than…
(e.g. menos interesante que – less interesting than…)
tan
(adjective) como… as
(adjective) as…
(e.g. tan interesante como – as interesting as…)
mejor que… 		 better than…
peor que…			
worse than…
Superlatives – this is how you say something is the most, the least, the best or the worst. To form these you need
the word ‘the’ in front of the words used for comparatives. Remember you will need to use the right word for ‘the’
depending on whether the noun you are talking about is masculine (el), feminine (la), masculine plural (los) or
feminine plural (las).
el/la/los/las más (+ adjective)		
el/la/los/las menos (+ adjective)
el/la mejor 				
los/las mejores 			
el/la peor				
los/las peores
		

the most (+ adjective)
the least (+ adjective)
the best
the best (plural)
the worst
the worst (plural)

(e.g. el más importante – the most important)

The Future Tense

The conditional tense

This is used to say ‘will do something’ (I will go, we will play etc.)
To form the future tense you do not take the ending off the infinitive but
you need to add the following endings which are the same for -ar, -er
and -ir verbs:

This is used to say ‘would’ do something. It works
the same as the future tense but the endings are
different. The irregular verbs are the same as the
future tense irregulars.

Reflexive verbs
These verbs have an extra bit. The infinitives have an extra ‘-se’ on the end and
lots of daily routine verbs are reflexive verbs. (e.g. lavarse = to get washed etc.).
They describe actions that you do to yourself.
First you have to take off the ‘-se’ and then treat the verb the same as any other
– change the ending for the right person.
Then, for this type of verb, you need to add a bit in front of the verb depending
on the person you are referring to.

ducharse (to have a shower)

I (yo)

me ducho

You (tú)

te duchas

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

se ducha

We (nosotros)

nos duchamos

You pl (vosotros)

os ducháis

They (Ellos/ellas)

se duchan

Some reflexive verbs are also stem-changing:
acostarse (to go to bed) - me acuesto
despertarse (to wake up) - me despierto
vestirse (to get dressed) - me visto

Talking about what could, should or must be done:

I (yo)

-é

You (tú)

-ás

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

-á

We (nosotros)

-emos

You pl (vosotros)

-éis

They (Ellos/ellas)

-án

Some verbs have irregular stems in the future tense (the start of the verb)
but the endings are the same as in the table above.

Infinitive

Stem change

to say

decir

dir- (diré – I will say)

to do/make

hacer

har-

to be able to

poder

podr-

to put

poner

pondr-

to leave/go out

salir

saldr-

to have

tener

tendr-

to come

venir

vendr-

I (yo)

-ía

You (tú)

-ías

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

-ía

We (nosotros)

-íamos

You pl (vosotros)

-íais

They (Ellos/ellas)

ían

hay
había
habrá

there is/are
there was
there will be
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Se puede + infinitive		
				
Se debe + infinitive		
				
deberíamos/debemos + infinitive
tenemos que + infinitive
podemos + infinitive

you can (ejemplo: se puede ahorrar
energíá – you can save energy)
you must/should (e.g. se debe reciclar
más – you should recycle more)
we should/must
we have to
we can

Ser and Estar
Both of these verbs mean ‘to be’. You need to choose the right one depending
on what you want to use it for.
Ser is used for:
Description
Origin (where someone is from)
Character
Time
I (yo)
Occupation
You (tú)
Relation
Estar is used for:
Position
Location
Action
Condition
Emotion

Ser

Estar

soy

estoy

eres

estás

He/She/It (Él/Ella)

es

está

We (nosotros)

somos

estamos

You pl (vosotros)

sois

estáis

They (Ellos/ellas)

Son

están
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Mi vida en el insti – School Subjects and Future Studies
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¿Te interesa(n)...?

Are you interested in...?

¿Qué llevas en el insti? What do you wear at school?

¿Cómo son tus profes?

What are your teachers like?

el arte dramático
el dibujo
el español
el inglés
la biología
la educación física
la física 		
la geografía		
la historia		
la informática
la lengua
la química		
la religión		
la technología
los idiomas 		
las empresariales
las matemáticas
las ciencias
la asignatura
¿Qué opinas de...?
me encanta(n)
me chifla(n)
me interesa(n)
me gusta(n)
no me gusta(n)
odio
prefiero		

drama
art/drawing
Spanish
English
biology
PE
physics
geography
history
ICT
language
chemistry
RE
technology
languages
business studies
maths
science
subject
What do you think of...?
I love
I love
I’m interested in
I like
I don’t like
I hate
I prefer

(No) llevo...		
(No) llevamos...
Tengo que llevar...
Tenemos que llevar...
un jersey (de punto)
un vestido
una camisa
una camiseta
una chaqueta (a rayas)
una chaqueta de punto
una corbata
una falda		
unos pantalones
unos calcetines
unos zapatos
unos vaqueros
unas medias
amarillo
blanco
negro		
rojo
morado/violeta
naranja
rosa
azul
verde
gris		
marrón		
oscuro/claro
a rayas/a cuadros
bonito/feo		
cómodo/incómodo
formal/informal
elegante		
práctico		
El uniforme...
mejora la disciplina
limita la individualidad

Mi profe (de inglés) es...
joven		
viejo/a		
severo/a		
tolerante		
impaciente
paciente 		
interesante		
aburrido/a		
gracioso/a		
serio/a		
simpático/a		
antipático/a
más divertido/a que
menos creativo/a que
tan interesante como

My English teacher is...
young
old
strict
easy-going
impatient
patient
interesting
boring
funny
serious
nice/friendly
unfriendly
more fun than
less creative than
as interesting as

I (don’t) wear...
We (don’t) wear...
I have to wear...
We have to wear...
a (knitted) sweater
a dress
a shirt
a t-shirt
a (striped) jacket
a cadigan
a tie
a skirt
trousers
socks
shoes
jeans
tights
yellow
white
black
red
purple
orange
pink
blue
green
grey
brown
dark/light
striped/checked
pretty/ugly
comfortable/uncomfortable
formal/informal
smart
practical
Uniform...
improves discipline
limits individuality

¿Hay problemas en tu insti?
Are there problems in your
				school?
Un problema es...		
el estrés de los exámenes
el acoso escolar		
la presión del grupo		
Estoy estresado/a.		
Tengo miedo de...
suspender mis pruebas. 		
aprobar mis exámenes		
Hay (algunos) alumnos que...
intimidan			
abusan			
sienten pánico		
hacen novillos		
quieren ser parte de 		
la pandilla 		
son una mala influencia 		

One problem in my school is...
exam stress
bullying
peer pressure
I am stress out.
I am scared of...
fail(ing) my assessments.
pass my exams
There are (some) pupils who...
intimidate
abuse
feel panic
skip lessons
want to be part of
the gang
are a bad influence
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Mi vida en el insti – School Subjects and Future Studies
¿Cómo es tu insti?

What is your school like?

¿Cómo vas al insti?

En mi insti hay...
Mi insti tiene...
un salón de actos
un comedor
un campa de fútbol
un patio
un gimnasio
una piscina		
una biblioteca
una pista de tenis
unos laboratorios
muchas aulas
Mi instituto/colegio es...
mixto 		
femenino/masculino
público/privado
El edificio es...
Los edificios son...
nuevo(s) 		
antiguo(s)		
moderno(s)
amplio(s)
pequeño(s)
feo(s)
lo bueno/malo es que...
			
lo mejor/peor es que...
			
ni...ni...		
nada		
tampoco		

In my school there is...
My school has...
a hall
a canteen
a football pitch
a playground
a gym
a pool
a library
a tennis court
some laboratories
lots of classrooms
My school is...
mixed
all girls/all boys
state/private
The building is...
The buildings are...
new
old
modern
spacious
small
ugly
the good/bad thing is
that...
the best/worst thing is
that...
(n)either...nor...
nothing/anything
not either

Voy al insti... I go to school...
a pie/andando
on foot/walking
en bici		
by bike
en autobús		
by bus
en coche		
by car
en metro
by underground
en taxi 		
by taxi
en tren		
by train
Salgo de casa a las...
I leave home at...
Las clases empiezan
Lessons start at...
a las...
y terminan a las...
and finish at...
Tenemos... clases
We have... lessons
al día		
per day
por la mañana
in the morning
por la tarde 		
in the afternoon
Cada clase dura...
Each lesson lasts...
el recreo		
break
la hora de comer
lunch

How do you get to school?

¿Cuáles son las
normas de tu insti?

What are the rules in
your school?

Está prohibido...
No se permite...
No se debe...
comer chicle
usar el móvil en clase
llevar uniforme
ser agresivo o grosero
correr en los pasillos
llevar piercings
ser puntual		
salir del insituto durante
el día escolar
estoy de acuerdo
no estoy de acuerdo
En mi opinión, ...
Pienso que/Creo que...
es justo		
es injusto		

It is forbidden...
You are not allowed...
You/One must not...
to chew chewing gum
to use your phone in lessons
to wear a uniform
to be aggressive or rude
to run in the corridors
to have visible piercings
to be on time
to leave the school during
the school day
I agree
I disagree
In my opinion, ...
I think that...
it’s fair
it’s unfair

Éxitos 		

Successes/Achievements

practico el judo
toco la trompeta
canto en el coro
voy al		
club de (ajedrez)
soy miembro del...
club de teatro
club de periodismo
club de lectores
club de fotografía
desde hace... años
el trimestre pasado...
participé en...
un maratón
un torneo 		
un concierto
un campeonato
un concurso
hice/hicimos...
una prueba 		
una película
gané/ganamos...
un trofeo 		
un premio 		
toqué un solo
¡Fue un éxito!

I do/have been doing judo
I play/have been playing the trumpet
I sing/have been singing in the choir
I go/have been going to
(chess) club
I am/have been a member of the...
drama club
reporters club
reading club
photography club
for... years
last term...
I took part in...
a marathon
a tournament
a concert
a championship
a competition
I did/we did...
a test/exam
a film
I won/we won...
a trophy
a prize
I played a solo
It was a success!
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A currar – Jobs and Careers
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¿En qué trabajas?

What is your job?

¿En qué trabajas?

Soy…/Es…
Me gustaría ser…
abogado/a 		
albañil
amo/a de casa
azafato/a
bailarín(a) 		
bombero/a 		
camarero/a
cantante 		
cocinero/a 		
contable 		
dependiente/a
diseñador(a)
electricista 		
enfermero/a
escritor(a) 		
fontanero/a
fotógrafo/a 		
funcionario/a
guía turístico/a
ingeniero/a 		
jardinero/a 		
mecánico/a
médico/a 		
músico/a 		
peluquero/a
periodista 		
policía 		
profesor(a) 		
recepcionista
socorrista		
soldado 		
veterinario/a

I am…/He/She is…
I would like to be…
lawyer
bricklayer/builder
housewife/husband
flight attendant
dancer
firefighter
waiter/waitress
singer
cook
accountant
shop assistant
designer
electrician
nurse
writer
plumber
photographer
civil servant
tour guide
engineer
gardener
mechanic
doctor
musician
hairdresser
journalist
police officer
teacher
receptionist
lifeguard
soldier
vet

Es un trabajo…
It’s a… job
artístico/emocionante artistic/exciting
exigente/importante
demanding/important
fácil/difícil 		
easy/difficult
manual/monótono
manual/monotonous
variado/repetitivo
varied/repetitive
con responsabilidad
with responsibility
con buenas		
with good prospects
perspectivas 		
con un buen sueldo
with a good salary
Tengo que…/Suelo…
I have to…/I tend to…
cuidar a los
look after the
clientes 		
customers
contestar llamadas
answer telephone calls
telefónicas
cuidar las plantas
look after the plants
enseñar a los niños
teach the children
hacer entrevistas
do interviews
preparar platos
prepare dishes
reparar coches
repair cars
servir comida y bebida serve food and drink
trabajar en un taller
work in a workshop
vender ropa de marca sell designer clothing
viajar por todo
travel the world
el mundo

What is your job?

¿Qué haces para ganar dinero?
What do you do to
				earn money?
¿Tienes un trabajo a		
tiempo parcial?
Reparto periódicos.
Hago de canguro.
Trabajo de cajero/a. 		
Ayudo con las tareas domésticas.
Lavo los platos.
Paso la aspiradora.
Plancho la ropa.
Pongo y quito la mesa.
Paseo al perro.
Corto el césped.
Lo hago… 		
antes/después del insti 		
cuando necesito dinero 		
cuando mi madre está trabajando
cuando me necesitan 		
Mi jefe/a es amable. 		
El horario es flexible. 		

Do you have a part-time job?
I deliver newspapers.
I babysit.
I work as a cashier.
I help with the housework.
I wash the dishes.
I do the vacuuming.
I iron the clothes.
I lay and clear the table.
I walk the dog.
I cut the lawn.
I do it…
before/after school
when I need money
when my mum is working
when they need me
My boss is nice.
The hours are flexible.

¿Qué tipo de
persona eres?

What type of person are you?

Mis prácticas laborales 		

Work experience

Creo que soy…
ambicioso/a
comprensivo/a
extrovertido/a
fuerte 		
organizado/a
paciente 		
práctico/a 		
serio/a 		
trabajador(a)
valiente 		

I think I’m…
ambitious
understanding
extroverted/outgoing
strong
organised
patient
practical
serious
hardworking
brave

Hice mis prácticas laborales en…
una agencia de viajes/una granja
una fábrica de juguetes 		
una tienda benéfica/solidaria
la empresa de mi madre
ayudaba… 		
iba en transporte público
sacaba fotocopias
Aprendí… 		
muchas nuevas habilidades
a trabajar en equipo
a usar… 		
No aprendí nada nuevo.

I did my work experience in…
a travel agency/a farm
a toy factory
a charity shop
my mum’s company
I helped…
I went by public transport
I did photocopying
I learned
lots of new skills
to work in a team
to use…
I didn’t learn anything new.
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¿Por qué aprender idiomas?

Why learn languages?

Un año sabático 		

Aumenta tu confianza.
Estimula el cerebro. 		
Mejora tus perspectivas laborales.
Te abre la mente.
Te ayuda a…
Te permite…
conocer a mucha gente distinta
encontrar un trabajo
descubrir nuevas culturas
establecer buenas relaciones
hacer nuevos amigos
mejorar tu lengua materna
trabajar o estudiar en el extranjero
Me hace falta saber hablar
idiomas extranjeros.
(No) Domino el inglés.
Hablo un poco de ruso. 		

It increases your confidence.
It stimulates the brain.
It improves your job prospects.
It opens your mind.
It helps you to…
It allows you to…
meet lots of different people
find a job
discover new cultures
establish good relationships
make new friends
improve your first language
work or study abroad
I need to know how to speak
foreign languages.
I (don’t) speak English fluently.
I speak a bit of Russian.

Si tuviera bastante dinero…
If I had enough money…
apoyaría un proyecto 		
I would support an
medioambiental 		
environmental project
aprendería a esquiar 		
I would learn to ski
ayudaría a construir un colegio
I would help to build a school
buscaría un trabajo 		
I would look for a job
enseñaría inglés 		
I would teach English
ganaría mucho dinero 		
I would earn a lot of money
haría un viaje en Interrail
I would go Interrailing
iría a España, donde… 		
I would go to Spain, where…
mejoraría mi nivel de español
I would improve my level of Spanish
nunca olvidaría la experiencia 		
I would never forget the experience
pasaría un año en… 		
I would spend a year in…
trabajaría en un orfanato 		
I would work in an orphanage
viajaría con mochila por el mundo 		
I would go backpacking around
					the world

El futuro 		

The future

Espero… /Quiero…
Tengo la intención de…
Voy a… 		
aprender a conducir
aprobar mis exámenes
casarme 			
conseguir un buen empleo/trabajo
estudiar una carrera universitaria
sacar buenas notas 		
ser feliz 			
tener hijos 			
Cuando gane bastante dinero…
Cuando sea mayor… 		
buscaré un trabajo
compraré un coche/una casa
me casaré 			

I hope to…/I want to…
I intend to…
I am going to…
learn to drive
pass my exams
get married
get a good job
study a university course
get good marks
be happy
have children
When I earn enough money…
When I’m older…
I will look for a job
I will buy a car/house
I will get married

A gap year

Solicitando un trabajo 			

Applying for a job

Se busca / Se requiere…
(No) Hace falta experiencia.		
Muy señor mío 			
Le escribo para solicitar el puesto de
Le adjunto mi currículum vitae.
Atentamente 		
Me apetece trabajar en…
(No) Tengo experiencia previa.
He estudiado / trabajado…
He hecho un curso de… 		
Tengo buen sentido del humor
Tengo buenas habilidades lingüísticas

… required.
Experience (not) needed.
Dear Sir
I’m writing to apply for the post of…
I’m enclosing my CV.
Yours sincerely/faithfully
Working in… appeals to me.
I (don’t) have previous experience.
I’ve studied/worked…
I’ve done a course in…
I have a good sense of humour
I have good language skills

Time phrases
Cada día			
El primer/ultimo día			
Antes/después del insti 		
Cuendo tenga … años			
Cuando vaya a…
		
Todos los días 			
Una vez a la semana 			

Each day
On the first/last day
Before/after school
When I am… years old
When I go to…
Every day
Once a week
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Daily Checks for Cats and Dogs

Daily Checks for Goats

Normal Behaviour
• Alert behaviour (looking around and observing
surroundings).
• Responding to sounds.
• Showing inquisitiveness.
• Eating food and no weight loss e.g. ribs showing.

Normal Behaviour
• Moving around while chewing or grazing the cud.
• Responsiveness to sounds and touch.

Ill Behaviour
• Bared teeth, growling and hissing.
• Whites of the eyes showing.
• Excessive panting.
• Cowering showing fear.
Stress Behaviour
• Panting and salivating or excessive lip licking.
• Shedding of fur/coat.
• Sweaty paws.
• Hiding and avoiding eye contact.
Urine
• + Light straw colour.
• - Blood or pus (bladder/kidney/infection).
Faeces
• + Cigar shaped, dark brown.
• - Worms, light colour, bloody and runny.
Skin
• Excessive stretching.

Daily Checks for Rabbits
Normal Behaviour
• Alert behaviour (looking around and observing
surroundings).
• Responding to sounds.
• Showing inquisitiveness.
• Eating food and no weight loss e.g. ribs showing.
Ill Behaviour
• Withdrawing from group or people.
• Lethargy.
• Unresponsive to sound or touch.
Stress Behaviour
• Enlarged eyes.
• Showing the whites of the eyes.
• Tense body posture, flinching when touched.
• Ears laid back tight to the body.
• Growling/squeaking.
Urine
• + Light straw colour.
• - Blood or pus (bladder/kidney/infection).
Faeces
• + Round dry brown pellets or sticky clumps.
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Ill Behaviour
• Lethargy.
• Loss of appetite.
• Excessive vocalisation.
• Withdrawal from the rest of the herd.
Stress Behaviour
• Increased butting.
• Increased bleating.
• Pawing at the ground.
• Stomping of hooves.
• Withdrawal from flock.
• Loss of appetite.
Urine
• + Light straw colour.
• - Blood or pus (bladder/kidney/infection).
Faeces
• + Dark brown individual pellets.
• - Runny or like mousse.
Skin
• Bald patches.

Daily Checks for Chickens
Normal Behaviour
• Moving around scratching at the ground.
• Dust bathing and eating frequently.
Ill Behaviour
• Lethargy.
• Loss of appetite.
• Excessive vocalisation.
• Withdrawal from the rest of the flock.
Stress Behaviour
• Increased vocalisation.
• Pacing.
• Loss appetite.
• Aggression.
Urine
• + Do not urinate.
• - Make urates (solid within the faeces).
Faeces
• + Two colours, white and dark.
• - Pale, light brown or green, mousse texture.
Skin
• Bald patches.
• Signs of damage to skin.

Why are daily visual checks carried out?
Small changes observed
daily can indicate
something more serious.

Completed prior to
handling to minimise
stress on the animal.

Daily visual
checks...

To monitor changes
in behaviour and
health.

To establish if handling
technique needs to be
changed e.g. if the animal is
pregnant, ill, aggressive etc.

Daily Checks for Bearded Dragons
Normal Behaviour
• Basking under heat lamps.
• Moving about the enclosure to thermoregulate.
Ill Behaviour
• Mouth open.
• Over heating.
• Hissing and puffing in defence.
Stress Behaviour
• Loss appetite.
• Lower levels of activity.
• Lethargic.
• Erratic shedding of skin.
• Aggressive.
Urine
• + Do not urinate.
• - Make urates (solid within the faeces).
Faeces
• + Two colours, white and dark.
• - Pale, light brown or green, mousse texture.
Skin
• Signs of damage to skin.
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Dog and Cat Physical Checks
Eyes (always 1st)
+ Clear, bright
and round, no
discharge.
- Discharge, third
eyelid (indicating
membrane)
appearance
cloudy and
bloodshot.

Nose
+ Moist.
- Discharge.
- Cracked or
crusty.

Ears
+ Responsive to
sound.
+ Warm.
- Head tilt.
- Mites.
- Red black spots.
- Waxy or dirty
inside.

Skin/Fur
+ Glossy fur.
+ Elastic skin
(pinch and
bounces back in
3 seconds).
- Lumps and cuts.
- Knotted.
- Bald patches.

Anus/Genitals
+ Clean.			
+ Anal glands are empty.

Eyes (always 1st)
+ Clear, bright
and round, no
discharge.
- Discharge, third
eyelid (indicating
membrane)
appearance
cloudy and
bloodshot.

Nose
+ Moist to touch.
- Dry.
- Cracked.

Limbs/Paws
+ Free moving.
+ Clean paws.
- Over grown
claws.
- Holds paw up.
- Paws are cut.

Ears
+ Responsive to
sound.
+ Warm to touch.
- Head tilt.
- Mites.
- Red black spots.
- Waxy or dirty
inside.

Skin/Fur
+ Glossy fur.
+ Full fur.
- Lumps and cuts.
- Knotted.
- Bald patches.
- Redness/
swelling.

- Worms.
- Redness and swelling.

Rabbit Physical Checks
1st)

Eyes (always
+ Clear, bright
and round, no
discharge.
- Discharge, third
eyelid (indicating
membrane)
appearance
cloudy and
bloodshot.

Nose
+ Dry.
+ Twitching nose.
- Discharge.
- Crusty.

Ears
+ Responsive to
sound.
+ Warm to touch.
- Head tilt.
- Mites.
- Red black spots.
- Waxy or dirty
inside.

Skin/Fur
+ Glossy fur.
+ Full fur.
- Lumps and cuts.
- Knotted.
- Bald patches.
- Redness/
swelling.

Anus/Genitals
+ Clean.			
+ No swelling.

Goat Physical Checks

Mouth
+ All teeth
present.
+ Gums are pink.
+ Capillary
refill time of 1-2
seconds,
- Teeth damaged.
- Redness in
gums.

Anus/Genitals
+ Clean.		
+ No swelling.

Limbs/Paws
+ Free moving.
+ Clean paws.
- Over grown claws.
- Holds paw up.
- Paws are cut.

Chicken Physical Checks
Eyes (always 1
+ Clear, bright
and round, no
discharge.
- Discharge, third
eyelid (indicating
membrane)
appearance
cloudy and
bloodshot.

Limbs/Paws
+ Free moving.
+ Clean paws.
- Over grown
claws.
- Holds paw up.
- Paws are cut.

Ears
+ Responsive to
sound.
+ Responsive to
touch.
- Blockage.
- Damage to
membrane.

st)

Anus/Genitals
+ Clean.		
+ No swelling.

Rating the Animals Body Condition
Rate the body condition of mammals (body condition
score):
1. Meaning that ribs, spine and pelvic bones are easily
visible, obvious loss of muscle mass, no palpable fat on
the chest.
2. Meaning that ribs, spine and pelvic bones visible,
obvious waist, minimal abdominal fat.
3. Meaning that ribs, spine and pelvic bones not visible but
easily palpable (felt through skin), obvious waist, little
abdominal fat.
4. Meaning that ribs, spine and pelvic bones are hardly
palpable, waist is absent, heavy abdominal fat deposits.
5. Meaning that there are massive fat deposits over
chest, spine and abdomen, lack of waist, distended
abdomen.

- Worms.
- Discharge.

Mouth
+ All teeth
present.
+ Gums are pink.
+ Capillary
refill time of 1-2
seconds,
- Teeth damaged.
- Redness in
gums.

- Worms.
- Discharge.

Mouth
+ All teeth present.
+ Gums are pink.
+ Capillary refill time
of 1-2 seconds,
- Teeth damaged.
- Redness in gums.
- Drooling.

Bearded Dragon Physical Checks

Nose
+ Clean.
+ Free from
discharge.
- Thin stringy
mucus.
- Crusty build up.

Mouth (beak)
+ Each half of the
beak should meet
equally.
- Overgrowth of one
half of the beak.

Eyes (always 1st)
+ Clear, bright
and round, no
discharge.
- Shed scales
stuck on eyelids.
- Swelling.
- Droopy eyes.

Nose
+ Clean.
+ Free from
discharge.
- Thin stringy
mucus.
- Crusty build up.

Mouth (beak)
+ Mouth full of cone
shaped teeth.
+ Teeth white.
+ Gums pale pink.
- Missing teeth.
- Presence of pus.
- Yellow gums/teeth.

(Scales) on legs
+ Lying flat
against the body.
+ Shiny
appearance.
- Sticking
outwards or
facing different
direction.
- Mites or ticks
present.

Limbs/Paws (claws)
+ Not overgrown.
+ Clean.
- Cracked claws.
- Overgrown.

Ears
+ Responsive to
sound.
+ Responsive to
touch.
- Blockage.
- Damage to
membrane.

(Scales) on legs
+ Lying flat
against the body.
+ Shiny
appearance.
- Sticking
outwards or
facing different
direction.
- Mites or ticks
present.

Limbs/Paws (claws)
+ Not overgrown.
+ Clean.
- Cracked claws.
- Overgrown.

- Faecal matter stuck in fur.
- Discharge.
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Anus/Genitals
+ Clean.		
+ No swelling.

- Faecal matter stuck in fur.
- Discharge.
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Physical Development

Development 0-12 months (Physical)

1.

2.

3.

4.

At 3-6 months they;
• Reach for a toy
• Moves a toy from one hand to 		
another
• Puts objects into mouth
• Moves arms to indicate that they
want to be lifted
• Rolls over from back to front
• Sits up straight

At 9 months a baby can;
• Use index finger the thumb (pincer
grip) not always effectively
• Deliberately release objects by 		
dropping them
• Sit unsupported
• Likely to be mobile, i.e. crawling or
rolling

At 12 months they would be able to;
• Point to something with the index
finger
• Pick up small objects neatly and with
control (all fingers skills mastered)
• Stand alone briefly
• Walk holding onto furniture 		
(although some children maybe 		
walking unaided)

Childcare
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Key Terminology

At 3 months a baby:
• Watches hands and plays with 		
fingers
• Clasps and unclasps hands
• Holds a rattle for a moment
• Lift up head and chest
• Waves arms and brings 		
hands together over body

1.

Growth

An increase in height and/
or weight

2.

Development

An increase in control over
the body (and mind, e.g.
becoming more mature
and not having tantrums)

3.

Physical

Ways that we develop
biologically

4.

Milestone

Points of development
that children are meant to
reach at specific times in
their life

5.

Cognitive

Development of thinking
and language skills.

6.

Social

Developing relationships

7.

Emotional

Developing feelings for
yourself and others

8.

Norm

The normal rate of
development

9.

Motor

Movement skills

10.

Gross

Larger movements such as
walking running

11.

Fine

Small movements using a
pincer grip e.g. threading
a bead

A Child’s Physical Development

Links to Criteria
D1

Describe the expected pattern of
development of children ages 0-5 year for
one of the areas of development

D8

Include at least one reference and a
bibliography

Points to remember
1.

The difference between growth and
development is growth focusses on and
increase in measurable attributes e.g.
height and weight and development is
more to do with milestone which we meet

2.

Development is measured using
milestones

3.

We measure babies height, weight, head
circumference and length

4.

Gross motor-control develops before fine
motor-control this is because when an
infant is small they cannot lift their arms in
controlled and purposeful way because
the larger muscles need to be controlled
first

5.

When babies are born they already show
some automatic movements in responses
to certain stimuli (these are things that
happen to them or around them), these
are called reflexes

6.

Development starts with the head and
usually follows down this is a survival
technique as if you can move your head
you can look around

Development 0-12 months
(Intellectual emotional, social)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

During 0-3 months babies communicate
through babbling, imitating and
repeating. This is the first step in
learning about the world. Intellectual
development.

From 3-6 months they communicate by
responding to familiar objects, making
their first word, using up to 15 words
and beginning to point and interact
with adults. This is intellectual and social
development.

As children get older they develop
objects permanence this is part or their
intellectual development. When an
infant is very young they think objects
wither exist or don’t. As they develop
intellectually they start to understand that
things don’t usually disappear.

A child develops socially by smiling
and cooing as 3 months, laughing and
enjoying being played with at 6 months,
developing a fear of strangers at 8
months, playing peek a boo at 9 months
and then being affectionate towards
primary caregivers and playing pat-acake at 12 months.

Between 4 to 7 months, most babies have
formed an emotional attachment to
specific people. If they move away briefly
they look distressed, cry or try to wiggle to
get back to them.

Links to Criteria
D1

Describe the expected pattern of
development of children ages 0-5 year for
one of the areas of development

D8

Include at least one reference and a
bibliography

Key Terminology
1.

Holistic

Focus on ALL areas of
development

2.

Verbal
Communication

Using spoken words in
order to communication

3.

Non Verbal
Communication

4.

Primary care
givers

Those who have primary
(main) care over the
infant e.g. parent

5.

Pies

Physical, Intellectual
(including
communication),
Emotional and Social
development

6.

Attachment

A deep and lasting
emotional bond that
connects one person to
another across time and
space

Using non verbal cues
to communicate e.g.
eye contact and body
language

7.

Stranger Anxiety

When at around 6
months a child will
develop an anxiety
towards unfamiliar faces

8.

Tummy Time

Time an infant spends in
the prone position while
awake and supervised
to encourage
development such as
lifting their head and
interaction with their
main care giver

Points to remember
1.

Looking at ALL aspects of development is called
having a HOLISTIC view

2.

There are two main types of communication verbal
(using words) and non-verbal (body language and
facial expressions)

3.

Early Years Workers can support communication
through verbal repetition and praise

4.

Getting down to the level of the child and making eye
contact is important. Children need to feel that they
are being understood and listened to

5.

Cognitive development is all about he brain working.
It includes learning and understanding the world
around us

6.

SPICE refers to all areas of development

Childcare
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Development 2nd-3rd Years (PIES)
1.

2.

3.

The average height for a 2 year old is 33.2
- 34.9 inches for girls and between 33.8m 35.4 inches for boys. Their average weight
is 23.3 - 27.5lbs for girls and 24.8 - 28.9lbs
for boys

The gross and fine motor skills which
should be mastered by the time the
child reaches 3 are: completing jigsaw,
establishing a hand preference, kicking a
ball and riding a tricycle

At two they start to say ‘me’, ‘mine’ and
‘you’. By three, they’ll understand the
difference between ‘mine’ and ‘yours’.
Then they start using words like ‘more’
and ‘most’, and words to make questions
like ‘ who’,’what’ and ‘where’

4.

Intellectual development between the
ages of two and three is vast, they will go
from playing very much on their own to
exploring concepts of questioning and
imagination

5.

At about the age of 2 years, they begin to
show anger and frustration if their needs
are not met immediately. They do now
recognise that other people have needs
as well. During this year, children start to
play alongside other children

Childcare
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Key Terminology

Links to Criteria

1.

Growth

An increase in height and/or weight

D1

2.

Development

An increase in control over the body (and
mind, e.g. becoming more mature and not
having tantrums)

D8

Describe the expected pattern of development of children ages 0-5 year
for one of the areas of development
Include at least one reference and a bibliography

Points to remember

3.

Physical

Ways that we develop biologically

4.

Milestone

Points of development that children are
meant to reach at specific times in their life

1.

Co-ordination is a skill which continues to develop throughout childhood.
This can turn from a gross to fine motor skills

5.

Cognitive

Development of thinking and language skills.

2.

Activities such as football help a child to continually develop

6.

Social

Developing relationships

3.

7.

Emotional

Developing feelings for yourself and others

At 2 a toddler’s vocabulary expands quickly - they might even learn new
words each day. A toddler usually understands more words then they use
to.

8.

Norm

The normal rate of development

4.

9.

Motor

Movement skills

Play can help a child develop as a child will be able to play and talk by
age three - for example, give voices to the toys they’re playing with and
taking turns

10.

Gross

Larger movements such as walking running

11.

Fine

Small movements using a pincer grip e.g.
threading a bead

5.

Tantrums and strong feeling at the start of the year lesson as children
gradually develop more language and physical skills

Development 4th-5th Years (PIES)
1.

2.

Emotional and social development milestones
at this age include:
• Enjoys playing with other children and
pleasing his or her friends.
• Shares and takes turns, at least most of the
time, and understands rules of games.
• Pretend play with others.
• Imitation.
• Is becoming more independent.
• Expresses anger verbally, rather than
physically (most of the time).
The physical milestones of a 3-5 year old are:
• Stand on one foot for more than 9 seconds.
• Do a somersault and hop.
• Walk up and down stairs without help.
• Walk forward and backwards easily.
• Peddle a tricycle.
• Copy a triangle, circle, square, and other
shapes.
• Draw a person with a body.
• Stack 10 or more blocks.
• Use a fork and spoon.

3.

Communication development between
3-5 includes being able to put sentences
together, increased vocabulary, following
stories and using questions.

4.

Intellectual milestones for a 3-5 year old
include; understanding rules, recognising
letters and shapes, increased concentration
and showing understanding of their
experiences.
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Key Terminology

Links to Criteria

1.

Growth

An increase in height and/or weight.

D1

2.

Development

An increase in control over the body
(and mind, e.g. becoming more
mature and not having tantrums).

Describe the expected pattern of development of children
aged 0-5 years for one of the areas of development.

D8

Include at least one reference and a bibliography.

3.

Physical

Ways that we develop biologically.

4.

Milestone

Points of development that children
are meant to reach at specific times
in their life.

5.

Intellectual

Development of thinking and
language skills.

6.

Social

Developing relationships.

7.

Emotional

Developing feelings for yourself and
others.

8.

Norm

The normal rate of development.

9.

Motor

Movement skills.

10.

Gross

Larger movements such as walking
and running.

11.

Fine

Small movements using a pincer grip
e.g. threading a bead.

Points to Remember
1

Being a good role model is important as children learn
behaviour through imitating those around them.

2

The good behaviours we look for are:
• To wait for needs to be met, e.g. at meal times.
• To share toys or food with one other child with adult help.
• To play alongside other children.
• To sit and share a story for five minutes.
• To say please and thank you if reminded.
• To follow simply instructions with help, such as ‘Wash your
hands’.

3

It is important for a child to develop strength, dexterity,
balance and coordination.

4

There is overlaps with socials, communication and emotional
development especially when it comes to play.

5

There are three types of play solitary, where the play
alone, parallel where a child plays alongside another, and
cooperative where children play together.
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Key Questions
1.

What are the advantages and disadvantages
of each type of service?

Key Terminology
1.

2.
2.

4.

Private

Why do some services fall into both the
statutory and private sector?
3.

3.

Statutory

Voluntary

Why is multi agency working so important in
child care settings?

Why do some educational settings provide
out of school care as well as in school care?

5.

What services in your local area help to
provide care for children? Are there any that
are unusual and specific to Middlesbrough?

6.

Which sector is most secure in terms of funding
and how does this benefit the children in its
care?

These services must be available by law! They
are usually free to everyone who has a need
for them. The main organisation in this sector
are the schools. Statutory services are paid for
out of various kinds of taxation.
This means organisations or individuals who
provide services so as to make a profit. These
services have to be paid for by service users.
Do not make a profit. Most of them aim to
provide services free or at a very low cost.
Some people for these organisations are full
time and paid, for example the managers of
the organisation however some are unpaid
volunteers. Voluntary sector services are paid
for by a combination of charity contributions,
grants from local or national government and
payment from clients.

4.

Multi Agency

When more than one service works together to
support a child and their family.

5.

Out of School Care

Care that is provided by educational settings
once the school day has finished.

Links to Criteria
D1

Describe the features of settings available for
children aged 0-5 years.

D2

Identify settings within local provision from
across the sectors.

C1

Describe the role of two more types of settings
available for children aged 0-5 years.

A1

Discuss the differences between types of
provision available for children aged 0-5 years.

Points to Remember
1

Services are split into different sectors
depending on their type e.g. private sector.

2

Some services fall into more than one sector
e.g. a day nursery can be private and
statutory.

3

There are also different groups of services.
These include educational, childcare and out
of school.

4

There are many services that work with
children, these include educational series,
allied health professionals, health care and
voluntary care.

Childcare
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Component 1: Exploring Media Products
What are the different types
of creative media product?
Audio /
Moving
Image

How can you identify the audience
for a media product?

1. TV Programmes

1. Gender

Is it aimed more at
a male or female
audience? Or both?

2. Age

Is it aimed at a
particular age group?
E.g. children/teenagers.

2. Films
3. Music Videos
4. Animations
5. TV and Radio Adverts
6. Radio Broadcasts
7. Podcasts

Publishing
Products

3. Lifestyle

2. Magazines
4. Brochures

4. Socio-Economic

Is it aimed at a
particular class of
people?
E.g. upper class Tatler magazine.

5. Print Advertisements
Interactive
Media
Products

1. Websites
2. Mobile Apps
3. E-Magazines

5. Primary Audience

Who is the product
mainly aimed at?

6. Secondary Audience

Who else might be
interested in the
product or be attracted
to it?

4. Mobile Games
5. Online Games
6. Video Games
7. Advertisements

To inform the audience
To inspire the audience
To entertain the audience
To benefit the audience

Is it for a specific group
with a shared interest?
E.g. extreme sports,
knitting, cars.

1. Newspapers
3. Comics

What are the purposes of
different media products?

To raise awareness for a cause
To promote a product/service/person
To innovate
To provide escapism
For the benefit of the community
For profit
For experimentation

What are the different types of creative media product?
The features of media products which are common to most similar products.
For example - Most Magazine covers feature: A title, a larger central image, information about the articles in the magazine, the price, a barcode etc.

Creative Media
1 of 3
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How are media products designed to
appeal to the audience?
1. Genre

The recognisable type/style of product.
• For Film this includes: Sci-Fi, Horror, Thriller,
		 Comedy, Animation.
• For Games: 1st Person Shooter, Driving,
		 Sports, PVP, Strategy

2. Sub-Genre

Narrative:
What are the different ways that media producers develop the story?
1. Storytelling

Different versions within a genre - perhaps
combining two genres to make a new one
(Hybrids) e.g. Animated Sci-Fi, First Person
Driving Game.

3. Repetition/Difference

How similar/different is the magazine,
TV programme, website, game to other similar
products in the same genre.

Most Newsworthy Info
Who? What? When?
Where? Why? How?
Important Details
Other General
Info
Background
Info

Representation of people and places:
How does the media product portray people and places?

2. Narrative Structure

Does the story have a linear structure?
(Start, middle, end) Or a non-linear structure?
Is it interactive? Is the storyline circular?

Are there positive or negative portrayals of the characters and places?

3. Point of view (POV)

From whose point of view is the story told/
experienced? 3rd person? 1st person?

4. Characterisation

This helps in creating a picture of the
protagonist and others, in the reader’s mind.
It talks about the characters - Persona, Looks,
Mannerisms, Language, Type of Person,
Background etc.

5. Themes

Does the product have an identifiable theme?
E.g. Post-apocalyptic, Romance, Zombie
invasion, Western, Detective etc.

6. Setting

Where is the product based? This could be the
location or background, or in games it could
be open-world.

7. Mode of address

There are different ways to address the
audience: formal (e.g. a news broadcast),
direct (e.g. the cover of a magazine) or
informal (e.g. a game).

Are there stereotypical images/descriptions?
Does the producer consider the perspective of the audience?

Audience interpretation:
How does the audience interact with the product?
1. Passive interaction: Accepting the message without question.
2. Active interaction: Questioning the message given or
using interactive features e.g. the Red Button, voting on
celebrity shows like “I’m a Celebrity”.
3. Preferred Readings: Where the producer wants to give
a particular message or point of view.
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E.g. the plot
of a film
or the use
of images
alongside
text in an
app, the
inverted
pyramid
of a
newspaper
article.

Media production techniques
How are media production techniques combined to create meaning for audiences?

Creative Media
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Audio/moving image media products:
• Camera work e.g. set-up, framing, shot type/length, camera angle, movement of the camera in a shot
• Mise en scène e.g. use of costume, hair, makeup, props, setting and expression
• Lighting set-up e.g. under, overhead lighting, side lighting, fill, use of shadows
• Use of sound e.g. sound effects, voice-overs, dialogue, incidental music, bridges, sound mixing
• Editing techniques e.g. flashbacks, transitions, pace, continuity, montage

Publishing media products:
• Using different layouts and design techniques e.g. balance, contrast, proximity, repetition, rule of odds, use of white space
• Style of typography e.g. serif and sans serif typefaces, fonts and font size, letter spacing and line height, readability
• Photographic techniques e.g. composition, image quality, lighting effects, depth of field, aesthetic, rule of thirds
• Image editing techniques e.g. adding filters, colour and contrast, layering images, distorting images

Interactive media products:
• Interactive features e.g. image galleries, option menus, navigation screens, levels
• User interface e.g. screen, interaction, graphics, buttons, layout, colour
• Usability/playability e.g. accessibility, navigation, controls, rules, challenge
• Mise en scène and lighting e.g. sprites, character models, 3D environments, interactive objects, textures, lighting schemes
• Sound design e.g. soundtracks, sound effects, sounds triggered by game events
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Introduction To Programming
Programming Keywords

Variable

Programming Keywords

Variables store information and can be compared to
a box that stores things, for example:
Name = “Claude”

Algorithm

A set of step by step instructions used to solve a
problem.

Flowchart

A visual representation of an algorithm.

Assignment

Expression

The process of storing a value inside a variable, for
example:
Password = “OXJ91mau”
A combination of operators and operands that is
interpreted to produce some other value.

Accessing Python Development Environment
To access our Python programming environment, open your web
browser and go to www.online-python.com
Then, type your code in
the coding area, press the
run button and check your
program’s outputs in the
outputs area near the
bottom of the webpage.

Meaning

Example

Evaluates to

==

Equal to

7 == 7

True

!=

Not equal to

6 != 7

True

>

Greater than

7>6

True

<

Less than

5>6

False

>=

Greater than or equal to

6 >= 8

False

<=

Less than or equal to

7 <= 7

True

Arithmetic Operators
Operator

Meaning

Example

+

Addition

num1 = num2 + num3

-

Subtraction

num1 = num2 - num3

*

Multiplication

num1 = num2 * num3

/

Division

num1 = num2 / num3

Data Types
Data Type
Coding
Area

Run Button
Output
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Operator

Example

Description

x = ”Hello”

Stores combinations of any characters
– letters, numbers and symbols

Integer

x = 11

Stores whole numbers

Float

x = 11.5

Stores decimals

Boolean

x = True

Stores values True or False

String

Computing
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Introduction To Programming
Flowchart Symbols

Selection
Symbol

If statements
Python
x = 3
if x == 1:
print(“x is 1”)

Meaning

Pseudocode

Start/End

store value 3 in variable x
if value in x is equal to 1, then:
display string “x is 1” on screen

Controls the flow of the
program

If…else statements
Python
x = 3
if x == 1:
print(“x is 1”)
else:
print(“x is not 1”)

Pseudocode
Input/Output

store value 3 in variable x
if value in x is equal to 1, then:
display string “x is 1” on screen
execute if the previous condition is not true
display string “x is not 1” on screen

Process

If…elif…else statements

Selection/Decision

Python

Pseudocode

x = 10
if x >= 100:
print(“x is >= 100”)
elif: x >= 50:
print(“x is >= 50”)
elif: x >= 10::
print(“x is >= 10”)
else:
print(“x is < 10”)

store value 10 in variable x
if x is equal to or larger than 100, then:
display string “x is >= 100” on screen
if x is equal to or larger than 50, then:
display string “x is >= 50” on screen
if x is equal to or larger than 10, then:
display string “x is >= 10” on screen
execute if the previous conditions are not true
display string “x is < 10” on screen

Subprogram

Comments
To write a comment that will be omitted by Python when
the program is running, use # symbol, for example:
If x >100: #This is an if statement

Loops
While loops
count = 0
While count < 9:
print(“The count is:”, count)
count = count + 1
print(“Thank you”)

While loop repeats while the
given condition is true. It
tests the condition every
time.

For loops
Fruits =
[“orange”,”apple”,”mango”]
for i in fruits:
print(i)

For loop repeats a set number
of times. In this case, it
will happen 3 times – one for
each fruit.
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Programming
Abstraction

Computational Thinking
Computational thinking is a set of problem-solving methods that involve
expressing problems and their solutions in ways that a computer could also
execute.
Other Computational Methods:
Data Mining
This aims to spot trends
and patterns in data.

Algorithms

Pattern Recognition

A rough list of instructions
used to solve a problem.

Used to find similarities
and make problems
easier to solve.

Abstraction is
the removal of
unnecessary
elements so that
the important
parts remain,
thus making the
problem easier
to solve.

Variables and Constants
num1 = int(input(”Enter first number”))
num2 = int(input(“Enter second number”))
num3 = 10
print(num1+num2+num3)
Variables

Constants

A named storage location that
is used to store a value that can
change at any point during the
program. For example, in the code
above, num1 and num2 are variables
because the input could be different
every time the program is run.

A named storage location that is used
to store a value that cannot change
automatically and will remain the
same each time to program is run. It
can only change if the user manually
changes the value. For example, in
the code above num3 is a constant.

Programming Constructs
Sequence refers to
a logical order of
items. In the context
of programming,
algorithms always use a
sequence because it is
written line by line.
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Selection is the process
in which an outcome
depends on whether a
certain condition is met.
In programming, selection
(IF) statements are
commonly used for this.

Iteration is the process
of repeating steps. In
programming, there
are two common
types used: FOR Loops
and WHILE Loops.

Decomposition
Decomposition is the process of taking a problem and breaking it down
into smaller chunks (known as sub-tasks).

Notes
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